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PREFACE

UpT\OSSIBLV, contentment is not only the chief

element of life, but also one of the very

<- foundations of society. If this be so, then

as Tobacco is the enemy of malice, friend

of virtue, and a direct cause for content, its use

should be encouraged. Apparently it is able to hold

its own, and more, without extraneous help
;

but

smokers are always interested in all that pertains

to their favourite luxury, and there are but few books

dealing with the “soothing weed” of recent date.

The author therefore hopes that his modest contri-

bution to the subject may not be unacceptable, and

takes this opportunity to acknowledge his indebted-

ness to many sources for much varied information.

London, 1901.
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“Sublime Tobacco, which from East to West

Soothes the Tar’s labour, and the Turkman’s

[rest,” &c ,—Byron
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“ Havana."

3i\lrodudior\.

N or about November 6th, 1492, two

Spaniards, Rodrigo de Jerez and Luis

de Torres, the latter a converted Jew,

in returning from a mission, upon which they had

been sent by Christopher Columbus, to a local

chieftain in the interior of the Island of Cuba,

beheld for the first time the use of a weed which

the ingenuity of man has since converted into a

universal luxury. They saw several of the natives

going about with firebrands in their hands, and

certain dried herbs which they rolled up in a

leaf, and lighting one end, put the other in their

mouths, and continued inhaling and puffing out

the smoke. A roll of this kind they called tobacco,

a name since transferred to the plant of which
the rolls were made. The Envoys, although pre-

pared for wonders, were struck with astonishment

B 2
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at this singular and apparently nauseous indul-

gence.* The names of the Indians from whom
Europeans first discovered the use of the fragrant

weed have not been preserved, and little did either

the noble Spaniards or their copper-coloured in-

structors imagine the results that were to spring

from the knowledge then imparted of the nature

and value of the strange vegetable, the rapidly

spreading use of which was destined to revolu-

tionise the social customs of the civilised world.

With the natives the practice was both ancient

and familiar
;
the tobacco was rolled up in the

dried leaves of Indian corn, burned, and the

smoke inhaled probably for countless ages before

Columbus was born.

According to Aubrey, Sir Walter Raleigh was
“ the first that brought tobacco into England, and

into fashion.”

Although now so popular a habit throughout

both hemispheres, it was not to be allowed to

spread without opposition. Smoking was for-

bidden by a Mahometan Caliph, a Pope, and

an English King, besides being denounced from

countless pulpits and platforms. It has been

declared to be unworthy, unwholesome, and un-

clean, to lead to drunkenness and all kinds of

loose and evil habits. Ben Jonson mortally

hated it, and has numberless sarcasms against

Smoking and Smokers, but probably all invective

falls short of the objurgations of our King James

the First, who declared “ That Tobacco was the

lively image and pattern of hell
;
for that it had,

by allusion, in it all the parts and vices of the

world whereby hell may be gained
;

to wit

:

First, it was a smoke
;
so are the vanities of this

world. Secondly, it delighteth them who take it
;

* Las Casas, Hist. Gen, Ind.,]ib. i., cap. 46.

Primer Viage de Colon, Navarrete, tom. i
, p. 51.
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so do the pleasures of the world delight the man of

the vC^orld. Thirdly, it maketh men drunken, and

light in the head
;
so do the vanities of the world

;

men are drunken therewith. Fourthly, he that

taketh tobacco saith he cannot leave it, it doth

bewitch him
;
even so the pleasures of the world

make men loth to leave them, they are, for the

most part, so enchanted with them. And further,

besides all this, it is like hell in the very substance

of it, for it is a stinking, loathsome thing
;
and so

is hell.” And, further. His Majesty professed that

were he to invite the Devil to dinner he should

have three dishes : i, a pig
; 2, a pole of ling and

mustard
;
and 3, a pipe of tobacco for digesture.

However, in spite of fulmination and counter-

blast, the custom grew and grew until it overspread

the whole world, and is now well-nigh universal.

In Queen Elizabeth’s time “taking tobacco,” as the

phrase then went, was esteemed the greatest of all

foppery, but that there must be something more
in the habit than mere fashion is a self-evident

proposition, or otherwise it would never have

proved so generally acceptable to humanity, and

be indulged in by Jew and Christian, Turk and
Infidel alike. In fact, in Tobacco, the world had
found its cheapest and most lasting luxury, its most

innocuous stimulant, and its most gently soothing

sedative. These are the properties which have
combined to establish its popularity upon founda-

tions so secure that we may well believe that they

will last so long as the earth endures.
“ The solace of mankind !” Is it too much to dis-

tinguish Tobacco by this ennobling appellation ?

Does it not add to our joys, and minimise our

sorrows? Does it not enable the people of these
happy Isles to withstand the effects of a cold,

damp, and changeable climate? Does it not temper
the heat and discomfort of tropical countries ? The
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soldier exposed to the hardships of the campaign,

as he marches over the veldt, or lies uneasily on a

rough couch, with, perchance, a stone for a pillow,

finds comfort in his pipe. His wounded comrades,

tossing restlessly, draw with their smoke endurance

to bear manfully the pangs they suffer. The officer

fills his men’s hearts with confidence as he “ lights

up” before the battle. The sailor, sport of the

rolling main, for the most part badly fed and worse

clothed, half his time wet to the skin from spray

and spindrift, yet, with sooty clay between his lips,

is able to look on life with equanimity and perform

many a gallant deed. The labourer, artisan,

mechanic, clerk, merchant, professor, and prince,

each find alike tobacco their friend and comforter.

The doctor fearlessly will enter the most noisome

dens to carry aid to the sick and suffering, yet his

pipe between his lips safeguards him to a large

extent, as it is but very rarely the smoker is

attacked by infectious disease, and when so

attacked usually gets off lightly. But instances

might be multiplied indefinitely. The greatest

heroes have blessed their pipes, and here it may be

remembered that to this day in Herefordshire the

last pipe that anyone means to smoke at a sitting

is there called a “ Kemble ” pipe, in memory of

a man named Kemble who, during the religious

persecutions subsequent to the Reformation, being

condemned for heresy, walked for some miles from

his prison to the stake, surrounded by a crowd of

weeping friends, and smoking a pipe of tobacco

with the tranquillity and fortitude of the primitive

martyrs.

The clergy have been known to find inspiration

for their sermons, and statesmen have discovered

their speeches in the fragrant weed. To the idle,

perhaps, it affords a kind of quasi-occupation for

wasted hours, which possibly might otherwise be
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less innocently employed, so in this instance, also,

it may be beneficial, while to the worker it soothes

the fatigue arising from long-continued or exhaust-

ing mental or physical toil.

.Some, perhaps, smoke for no better reason than

because others do so. These are of the lowest

type
;

it is for them that many fearsome and

wonderful things are displayed in the shops,

articles that no real smoker would buy, and which

are only made to sell and to be made a show of

Fanatics have declared tobacco to be a poison
;

if it is true, the poison must be a very slow one, for

we hear of numberless cases of confirmed and heavy

smokers who have far exceeded the allotted span

of three score years and ten. Hobbes, who at

Chatsworth smoked twelve pipes a day, attained

the age of 92 ;
Izaac Walton, 90 ;

Dr. Parr, 78 ;
in

1769 died Abraham Favrot, a Swiss baker, aged 104,

to the last he walked firmly, read without spectacles,

and always had a pipe in his mouth. In 1845

Pheasy Molly, of Buxton, Derbyshire, was burnt

to death, aged 96 : while lighting her pipe she also

ignited her clothes
;
and there are innumerable

instances of the long lives of smokers. If, there-

fore, on the one hand, it may be argued that tobacco

is a poison, on the other it may, with ecjual justice,

be claimed as an aid to longevity. Possibly the

real fact is that smoking causes an ecjuable tempera-

ment, and the wear and tear of life being minimised,

old age naturally ensues. Moreover, if it lengthens

our lives it also preserves our bodies, as witness

the amusing story related by Commodore Wilkes.

A native of the Fiji Islands told him that a ship,

the hull of which was still lying on the beach, had
come ashore in a storm, and that the crew had
fallen into the hands of the cannibals. “What did

you do with them ?” asked Wilkes. “ Killed them
all,” answered the savage. “ What did you do
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with them after you had killed them ? ” was the

next question. “ Eat ’em—good !” was the reply.

The Commodore felt sick, but enquired faintly,

“Did you eat them all?” “Yes, we ate all but

one.” “And why did you spare that one? ’’said

Wilkes. “ Because he taste too much like tobacco,

couldn’t eat him nohow.” So that, although the

“ weed ” had failed to preserve the man’s life, it

saved him from being eaten.
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LTHOUH about forty species of the plant

Nicotiana have been named by botanists,

only some eight or ten are cultivated, and

but two varieties are generally grown. These may

be taken to be the most fully developed types of

their family.

Tobacco plants are now well known in English

gardens, where they have occasionally attained a

height of fully si.\ feet, lout of course they reach

much greater proportions in the plantations than

with us. The stem is divided by numerous

branches, from which spring the magnificent

lanceolate alternate leaves, measuring some 24

inches in length by 18 inches in diameter. These

end acutely, have wavy edges, are velvety in

texture, yellowish-green in colour, with a strong-

central spine, from which radiate numerous veins,

dividing the surface into numerous spaces. They

are viscous to the touch, and bitter to the taste.

The flower is purplish or white, the fruit pod

oblong, with two lobes, each containing a great

many very small seeds—Linnmus counted 40,320

in a single pod. The roots are fibrous, and from

its habit of emerging from the ground the plant

needs to be constantly earthed up.

The seeds, which have been known to retain

their vitality for lengthened periods, are sown in

small, specially prepared plots, really nursery beds,
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from which the seedlings are transplanted when a

few inches high, and set out at regular intervals

in the fields which have been got ready for their

reception. They are carefully tended, all super-

fluous leaves being removed, and every precaution

adopted to secure them from insect pests— of these

the most formidable is said to be a large species

of ant. The hands employed are almost entirely

negroes, who seem to have acquired so remarkable

a knowledge of their business that they are able to

read the requirements, almost at a glance, of each

plant, and who have attained an astonishing

delicacy of touch in handling the leaves. These,

as soon as the crop is ready for harvesting, are

gathered into bundles according to quality. Early

in September, or later, as the seasons vary, is the

time for gathering the crop.

Curing is the next process, and this is com-

menced by exposing the leaves to the sun all day,

and placing them in shelter—to protect from the

dew—all night. They are then hung up to dry in

large buildings, the sides of which are left partly

open so as to admit the air freely, and here they

remain for five or six weeks until completely dried

and withered. Some growers, however, lay the

leaves in heaps to “ sweat ” for a week before

hanging them up to dry, by which course the

tobacco is said to be improved in flavour and the

drying process to be expedited. When dry, the

leaf has scarcely more odour than any other leaf

in a similar condition. The next process, fermenta-

tion, is that by which the peculiar fragrance of

the weed is evolved. The leaves are thrown

in heaps, covered with mats, &c., and various

liquors used in order to set up this fermentation.

Probably thirty-six to forty-eight hours will suffice

for this proceeding, and upon its being stopped

at a precise degree of heat everything depends.
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Thus has the green leaf been cultured and mani-

pulated until it has at last become tobacco.

It now remains to send the crop to market,

and in various countries several methods are

adopted. The most general is to pack it into

bales, which are pressed into casks. This is a

very important matter, as for several reasons it

is desirable to pack it as' tightly as possible, for

by so doing the oil of the leaf is diffused uniformly

throughout the whole
;

the risk of injury by the

admission of air or moisture is thereby considerably

reduced, and the cost of freight lessened by the

decrease in bulk. Once delivered to the manu-

facturer, the method of manipulation of the raw

material depends upon the purpose for which it

is intended to be used.

Tobacco requires a light, loamy soil, and the

manure applied must be very carefully and judi-

ciously used, or the ground may be spoilt for an in-

definite period. The conditions of climate, soil,

mode of culture, system of curing, &c., &c., are so

numerous and so varied that it necessarily results in

there being but few places suitable for the produc-

tion of the most valuable crop. Between the 40th

and 47th degrees of latitude seems to be the

climate best adapted for the strongest kinds of

tobacco, but the warmest latitudes produce the

most wholesome growths. For, of course, flavour

and quality greatly depend upon conditions of

climate, peculiarities of soil, modes of manipulation,

&c., but flavour also depends upon the final prepara-

tion by the manufacturer, and upon the skilful

blending of the products of far distant regions.

Tobacco grows luxuriously in many parts of the

world. In Europe it is cultivated in Germany,
Holland, Hungary, Russia, and even in Ireland;

in Asia there are plantations at Latakia and
other parts of Asiatic Turkey, Java, Borneo,
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Manilla, East India, China, Japan, &c.
;

but

America is the great source of supply, for besides

the output from Cuba, Mexico, Hayti, Brazil,

Uruguay, See., the great fields of the United

States produce rather more than one half of the

crop of the whole world.

By universal consent it is agreed that to Hav-
ana, in the Island of Cuba, belongs the proud

distinction of growing the finest tobacco in the

world, and the Vuelta Abajo, or “ lower valley,”

as the immense fertile plain extending to the west-

ward of Havana is called, is the place where the

highest perfection of cjuality is attained. Havana
cigars have no rivals.

Manilla tobacco is grown at Luzon, one of the

Philippine Islands, There used to be an idea that

opium entered into the composition of Manilla

cigars and cheroots, but the notion is without

foundation. Anglo-Indians usually prefer these

theroots' to any other kind of tobacco.

In America and all temperate countries great

care is essential to success—Virginia, Maryland,

arid Louisiana are the principal centres.

In Asia, besides Manilla, the most prized to-

bacco is that of Latakia (the ancient Laodicea of

the New Testament)
;
Asiatic Turkey is noted for

“Turkish,” usually consumed in cigarettes
;
and

Borneo is well known for the excellence of its

cigars.

European tobacco deservedly enjoys the I'eputa-

tion of being the worst of any.

' It may be said that with the exception of well-

known brands of cigars or cigarettes, or certain

special kinds of loose tobaccos, all others are

blended. 'I'he ingredient growths are necessarily

“ trade secrets,” carefully safeguarded by each

manufacturer, and as the reputation of the brand

largely depends upon the skill employed, every
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care is taken to strictly supervise the “mijving”

process. At the present clay, so far as pipe to-

baccos are concerned, “ mixtures ” are the fashion,

and some of these have become world famous.

The celebrity thus attained is generally well de-

served, as (with the exception of certain cheap

blends, which are unblushingly advertised as being

ecjual to the most expensive qualities) the success

has been secured by the use of only the very finest

tobacco imported, and that judicious blending

which cannot be arriced at excepting by great

patience and long continued experiment by the

best men in the trade.
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•y,

S previously mentioned, the Spanish dis-

^
coverers of tobacco found the natives em-
ploying it in the form of a rude cigar-

ette, the tobacco being wrapped in a dried leaf.

Cigarettes are still sold made in the same fashion.

Another plan common to the Indians seems to

have been by means of a forked hollow stick or

cane. The two prongs were applied to the nostrils,

and the other end placed among the burning leaves,

the vapour being thus inhaled through the nose.

Used in this way, a pleasant, dreamy sleep is said

to have been produced, and this mode of smoking

is reported to be even now practised among the

negroes. Present day methods do not differ very

widely from the original, and cigars, cheroots,

pipes, and cigarettes seem to be the logical out-

come of the experience of the past.

The cigar, said to be so called from its outward

appearance, bearing some resemblance to the large

Spanish beetle called agarro, is of a very simple

construction, and whether manufactured in Eng-

land or Holland, France, Germany or Cuba, is

made in the same way everywhere. Its goodness

appears to depend upon something more than the

mere quality of the leaf, although the excellence of

the material is the first necessity. British workmen

can turn out a better ;;iade cigar than any imported

from abroad, and we fancy it is from artificial drying

that the home-made article acquires the “ smutty ”
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flavour generally so apparent. It is fair to add

that this difficulty appears to have been success-

fully combated by some makers, but nothing can

compare with the Havana.

Every possible combination of leaf is used, and

excepting for certain well-known brands, it is im-

possible to say what a cigar is made of in all cases

even by an experienced smoker. Briefly, the re-

quirements of a good cigar are that it should

“ draw ” freely, be in a good condition of dryness,

burn evenly, and have a fine aroma and flavour.

Cheroots differ but slightly in form from cigars,

and the cigarette is now so common that it merits

no description.

Pipes in various countries have been constructed

of all kinds of materials, and in every variety of

form. The North American Indians used to make

a solemn religious function of getting the red stone

from which their pipes were fashioned, and these

in many cases were adorned with much pretension

to artistic skill.

As the substance used has been so varied, it

naturally follows that great opportunities have been

afforded to the manufacturers—stone, wood, bone,

clay of every kind, bronze, silver, &c., have all been

employed. The indolent Oriental, squatting on his

divan, lazily sucks at the long tube of his hookah, or

hubble-bubble, the amber mouthpiece of which is

usually ornamented with jewels. Of all thing ob-

tained in a roundabout way, surely there can be

none more so than the smoke secured by this ser-

pentine pipe. In northern and more vigorous

climes the short pipe is the favourite, for it does

not interfere with work, but it is, we think, to be

regretted that the pipe is giving way to a great ex-

tent to the victorious march of the cigarette. We
can understand the man of fashion not caring

to smoke a pipe abroad in the streets, and the
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cigarette, being as useless as himself, seems nothing

more than a fitting companion for him, but the

workman, the clerk, the merchant, the prince, each

alike assist in the consumption of the countless

millions of cigarettes that are daily used. If the

pipe be the most wholesome mode of smoking,

there can be no doubt that the cigarette is the most
injurious. In small quantities it maybe innocuous,

but excepting in the most sparing use there can be

little doubt of its evil qualities. Probably its con-

venience is the great recommendation, and the real

reason of its popularity. It is stated that not long

since a notice was displayed upon the walls of a

London hospital warning the public against the

deleterious effects of a certain brand of cigarettes,

and the cheap rubbish sold in some of the lower-

class localities cannot be too carefully avoided.

Of course, there are many makers of cigarettes of

the highest reputation, firms of standing whose

goods may be implicity relied upon, and who would

neither adulterate nor place upon the market any

article to which the slightest suspicion could attach.

In some of these cases the cheapness of the manu-

facture is caused by competition and an immense

output—the latter being so great as to realise an

enormous profit, although the returns from indi-

vidual sales are infinitesimally small. In this

matter it must also not be overlooked that an

ounce of tobacco will make a large number of

cigarettes, and go farther in this way than any other.

But we are convinced that the great spread of

cigarette smoking is to be greatly regretted, and

the effect upon the young is, undoubtedly, most

serious.

Perhaps the long clay pipe, “ the churchwarden,”

is the best form of any, but the inconvenience from

its length is so great a drawback that it has almost

vanished except in quiet village clubrooms and in
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similar resorts. In these hurrying, bustling days

men lack the leisure for its use, and you can

neither work nor even read comfortably and keep

it going. Necessarily, therefore, we have the short

pipe of clay, wood, meerschaum, &c. The great

desideratum is that the material be a little ab-

sorbent. The great German china pipe is indeed

and in truth a veritable sink of inicpiity. There is

no absorption, and it must frequently be emptied

and cleansed, or it becomes a reservoir of disgust-

ng poison.

Personally, we think a briar-root pipe of simple

form, fitted with an amber mouthpiece, the most

satisfactory of any. Wooden pipes do not heat so

readily as clay or meerschaum, therefore as the

tobacco is consumed at a lower temperature there

is less danger of the extraction of nicotine, which

needs a high degree of heat for its elimination.

Moreover, the material can be fashioned so as to

permit easy and frequent cleansing. Such- is the

pipe we ourselves have constantly used, and we
have always found it with reasonable care to yield

a sweet and comfortable smoke on all occasions.

No doubt amber is the best material for the mouth-
piece, but where expense is an object vulcanite,

ivory, horn, &c., form efficient substitutes—perhaps,

failing amber, the next best is vulcanite. Such a

pipe as we have pictured is simple, in good taste

because of its simplicity, and can be smoked any-

where and in any society where pipe smoking is

allowable.

Meerschaum is no longer so fashionable as it once
was. Probably the numerous cheap imitations

the extreme readiness to break of the genuine
article, and the fantastic designs into which it was
fashioned, have led to its decadence in public
estimation. Nevertheless, a good meerschaum is

a precious possession—the dying Gavarni said to

C
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his friend, “ I consign my wife to your care, but oh!

do take care of my pipe.” A perfect meerschaum

deserves every care that can be lavished upon it.

Its great advantages are its great lightness, and

the beautiful “colour” it will attain if carefully

and judiciously smoked. It must be also admitted

that the smooth roundness of the ivory-like com-

plexion of the new pipe is of considerable attraction

to the purchaser. Unfortunately, it may not turn

out well or an accident by reason of its frailty may
soon occur, but if all goes well nothing exceeds it

in sweetness, when once well seasoned, and as by

age it gradually improves, the value of the pipe

becomes more and more apparent.

But clay, common vulgar clay, is the universal

material for pipes, and it has very many advantages

to recommend it, of which not the least important

is cheapness—for if you break it, it is of little

consequence, provided that you have another

handy.

You can hardly smoke it on the promenade, but

otherwise, in town and country, on the battlefield,

abroad, or at home, it is always ready. Of course,

there are many varieties of clay. Perhaps the

Broseley, the Irish Cutty, or the London Straw are

as good as any, but it is to Belgium that we owe

the best clay pipes upon the market.

Numerous ingenious individuals have directed

their inventive talents to the intent of counteracting

the effects of the objectionable juices of tobacco in

smoking. Unfortunately, none of these efforts have

been completely successful. In the long-run all

such devices have proved to be only useful to a

limited e.xtent. The simpler the pipe the better.

Besides smoking in its various forms, thei e are

numerous other uses to which tobacco has been

put. Snuff taking, chewing, &c., do not concern

the smoker except as subsidiary methods of
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utilising his favourite weed, but it is to be hoped

that he is interested in them all, and in that hope

we shall briefly draw attention to

Snuff*

“ Knows he that never took a pinch

Nosey, the pleasure thence that flows ?

Knows he the titillating joy

Which my nose knows? ”

Probably the taking of snuff was originally a

medical prescription, and at one time the practice

was a characteristic of the medical profession.

The use of snuff was recommended to Charles IX.

for his chronic headaches, and its votaries have

always praised it as stimulating to the mind and as

clearing the brain. Workmen are at the present

day the greatest snuff takers, and they aver they

• are enabled by its use to w'ork longer without

fatigue and that it is good for the eyesight.

Napoleon Bonaparte was a great snuff taker.

Queen Charlotte, the wife of George III., is said

to have gone by the name of “ Old Snuffy ’’ from

her excessive indulgence in snuff. Admiral Sir

Charles Napier, the great Lord Nelson, and Count
Moltke were also devotees of the snuff-box, but it

must be admitted that the benefit is doubtful and
the practice most disfiguring. The peculiar titilla-

tion can only be secured by the continual enlarge-

ment of the dose, the constant rubbing of the nose
and upper lip causes them to increase in size, the
sense of smell is weakened, the odour of the breath
becomes offensive, and although Moli^re says
‘‘there’s nothing equal to snuff, and he who lives

without snuff is not worthy of life,” yet we cannot
but condemn the habit as disgusting, and especially

so when aggravated by want of cleanliness or old
age.

C 2
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Steinmetz says that there are twelve operatTons

in the true artistic method of “ taking a pinch ” :

—

1. Take the snuff-box with your right hand.

2. Pass the snuff-box to your left hand.

3. Rap the snuff-l)ox.

4. Open the snuff-box.

5. Present the box to the company.

6. Receive it after going the round.

7. Gather up the snuff in the box by striking the

side with the middle and forefinger.

8. Take up a pinch with the right hand.

9. Keep the snuff a moment or two between the

fingers before carrying it to the nose.

10. Put the snuff to your nose.

11. Sniff it with precision by both nostrils, and

without any grimace.

12. Shut the snuff-box, sneeze, spit, and wipe

your nose.

It is satisfactory to add that with the exception

of' among workmen, as before mentioned, and

Scotsmen, snuffing is dying out.

Chewing

May be said to be but little indulged in e.xcept by

sailors in this country, but in America it has its

headquarters. It will be remembered how strongly

Charles Dickens was affected by the “ prevalence

of those two odious practices of chewing and ex^

pectorating.” In his AmericaJi Notes he says

“ In the courts of law the judge has his spittoon,

the crier his, the warder his, and the prisoner his
;

while the jurymen and spectators are provided for as

so manymen who, in the course of nature, must desire

to spit incessantly. In the hospitals the students of

medicine are requested by notices upon the wall

to eject their tobacco juice into the boxes provided
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for that purpose, and not to discolour the stairs.

In public buildings visitors are implored through

the same agency to squirt the essence of their

quids, or “ plugs,” as I have heard them called by

gentlemen learned in this kind of sweetmeat, into

the national spittoons, and not about the bases of

the marble columns. In some parts this custom is

inseparably mixed up with every meal and morn-

ing call, and with all the transactions of social life.”

.'\nd, again, writing on a canal-boat on his way' to

Richmond, he says :
—

“ I was obliged this morning

to lay my fur coat on the deck, and wipe the half-

dried flakes of spittle from it with my handker-

chief
;
and the only surprise seemed to be that I

should consider it necessary to do so ! When I

turned in last night I put it on a stool beside rhe,

and there it lay under a cross-fire from five men

—

three opposite, one above, and one below.” We
do not wonder that he objected.

Goats and monkeys relish a quid of tobacco as

well as sailors and our American cousins. Analysis

shows that too parts of tobacco contain about 88

of water, while the remaining 12 parts are com-
posed of nicotine and other poisonous matter,

together with potash, lime, magnesia, oxide of iron,

oxide of magnesia, and ammonia, ten different

acids, and some six or seven other constituents,

such as wax, resin, sand, &c. It will thus be seen

that the salivary glands have good reason to be
excited when made acquainted with a “ plug.”

Tobacco chewing is difficult to understand by
those who are not initiated in the practice, but it is

certain that those accustomed to the use of tobacco
in this form feel a greater loss from deprivation

than does the smoker or snuffer, for nothing can
give an idea of the power swayed by chewing over
those accustomed to it. Yet, although doctors
shake their heads, tlicre seems to be little reason
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for condemning the practice on medical grounds.

It is widely asserted that the appetite must be im-

paired and the digestive powers weakened, but as

a matter of fact, nothing of the kind happens.

Max Adeler tells a story, of which the moral is

obvious :

—

Judge Pitman says to him, reckon you don’t

use no terbacker, do you ? ”

“ I smoke sometimes, that is all.”

“Well, I wasjist feelin’ ’s if I wanted a chaw,

an’ I thought p’rhaps you might have one about

you. Seein’ Cooley over there on his porch put me
in mind of it.”

“ That is rather a singular circumstance. Why
should a view of Cooley suggest such a thing ?”

“’Tis kinder sing’lar
;

but, you see,” said the

Judge, “ Cooley was a tellin’ me yesterday mornin’

about somethin’ that occurred the day before at

his house. The old woman is opposed to his

chawin’, an’ she makes it stormy for him when he

does. So he never uses no terbacker round house,

an’ he told her he’d given it up. The other day,

just as he woregoin’ in to supper, he pulled out his

handkercher, an’ out come a plug of terbacker ’long

with it. He didn’t know it, but directly Mrs.

Cooley lit on it, an’ she walked up to him an’

wanted to know if it was his. It was a little rough,

you understand, but he had presence of mind

enough to turn to his boy an’ say, ‘Great heavens !

is it possible you’ve begun to chaw or’nary stuff.^

What d’ you mean by such conduct ? Haven’t I

told you often enough to let terbacker alone?

Commere to me this minute, you rascal !
’ Cooley

licked him like the nation, an’ threw the terbacker

out of the winder on to the porch, where he could

git it agin in the mornin’. An’ Cooley says to

me, ‘ By gracious. Judge ! s’pose’n my children

had all been girls ! It makes an old father’s heart
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glad when he thinks he has a boy he can depend

upon at such times I’ Healthy old parent, ain’t

Other uses are the fumigation of plants—tobacco

is a most potent insecticide. It is said to be one

of the best applications to fresh cuts of every kind,

the process being to bind a little over the wound,

when it is said to stop the bleeding and to relieve

the pain. A small pill of it kept in the mouth will

sometimes relieve toothache. Cigar ashes make
an excellent tooth-powder, and the celebrated

Dutch painter, Ostade, is stated to have used

tobacco ashes ground in oil as a pigment, and
thus obtained a varied series of delicate greys.

he?”
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S
OBACCO, it must at once be admitted, is a

luxury, and not a necessity
;
that is, it is

not essential for the maintenance of life. It

may be argued, as we have previously seen, that

the use of it tends to prolong life, and in that

sense is necessary
;

but we will leave argument

for the present, and here look upon it as a luxury

solely.

Many a pipe keeps up its cheerful glow at a cost

but little, if at all, exceeding sixpence a week,

f'rom what else in the whole world can so much
enjoyment be got for so small an outlay ? Imagine,

or try to, in what other direction can you use

sixpence weekly and obtain from it an ecpial

amount of enjoyment ?

Imprimis, you may hoard your weekly six-

pence, and if that be making use of it, you will

have saved some six and twenty shillings at the

year’s end in this one direction alone. This course

might also be applied to other outlets you now find

for your spare cash, with perhaps the result of

making you one of those most miserable of men—

a

miser. But as no miser would ever spend sixpence

on purchasing this book, he may safely be left out

of the question. We will suppose you confine your

economies to tobacco alone, with probably the de-

pressing result of making you a \ery dull boy

indeed. You will remember the notorious and

lamentable effects of all work and no play
;
and
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you may even become bearish to your wife, and an

unpleasant monster to your children, all for the

sake of sixpence a week. What the effect upon

your companions, your business acquaintances and

so forth, would be, is too terrible to contemplate ;

but after ruining your health, your own and your

friends’ and relations’ tempers, it is to be hoped you

may see the error of your ways. “ Gentlemen,”

said a man at a temperance meeting who was

invited to give his experiences, “ I thought if I

saved my money I should gain many advantages,

and so I gave up my beer and my baccy, and was

delighted at the result,

—

(cheers ).,— in a month I

had saved a pound ,— (reneiued cheers),—in two

months two pounds, in six months six pounds,

—

(loud applause)—and in eight months I had saved

enough to buy me a first-class coffin, and I should

pretty soon have wanted it if I had not gone back

to my beer and baccy again.” This is a story with

a moral.

But to resume. In what other way besides

tobacco could you spend your sixpence a week and

get an equal amount of enjoyment for your money?

Sixpence a week spent on wine would be ridiculous,

and how far would this modest sum go in increasing

the luxury of your daily breakfast, luncheon, or

dinner ? What can you do with sixpence a week

in the way of dress, and what would sixpence a

week be in the way of cigars. In point of fact, it

is impossible to define any other method by which

the modest sum I have mentioned can contribute

so greatly to your comfort as in its expenditure in

tobacco.

Many and many a man on meeting friend or

acquaintance inevitably leads the way to the nearest

bar out of good-fellowship. A shilling or a couple

of shillings are spent upon brandies, or whiskies

and soda, that really neither of them needs, and
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probably would be much better without. It is, so

far as they are concerned, utter waste, and yet the

custom has become so habitual that no one thinks

anything of it. But supposing it were suggested to

one of these men that by smoking a certain brand

or mixture of tobacco costing a few pence more
than he has been in the habit of paying, he would

gain more pleasure and derive a greater benefit

from his pipe, he would cry aloud at the ex-

travagance—while, on the other hand, he gaily

wastes three times the amount of the extra pay-

ment in an utterly senseless fashion in five minutes.

You may buy excellent tobacco for five or six

shillings a pound, but you can get much better for

nine or ten shillings. Use, therefore, discrimination

in your expenditure on luxuries, for so must be

classed whiskies, and brandies and soda, as well

as tobacco. Have one or two less drinks and buy

the best tobacco you can obtain. You will not

regret it.

We have seen it stated that the high prices

charged for certain mixtures are not warranted by

the cost to the manufacturers of the finest tobacco

leaf imported
;
and smokers are gravely warned

that they do not get value for the extra money, but

are simply making a present to either the wholesale

dealer or to the retailer. It is said that the FINEST

tobacco can be retailed at 4d. or 3d. an ounce, and

leave the retailer a fair profit. Such statements

are utter nonsense. We have already stated that

good pure tobacco can be had at these low prices,

and the leaf used in the manufacture may be the

finest imported and best in quality the kind nsed^

but that it is the best in the market is altogether a

different matter. It might just as sensibly be

attempted to argue that a qd. or 6d. cigar is made

of the same class of leaf as one that retails at is.

or IS. 6d. The best leaf of one locality is infinitely
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superior to the best of another. We hold no brief

for the maintenance of high prices, all pure

tobacco is good—to those that like it. We would

not care to experiment ourselves—for we have been

wedded to one mixture for some years past, and

would not change on any account, for to us, like

the celebrated novelist, whose name has become

world-wide, tobaccos are of two kinds only

—

Eclipse first, and the rest nowhere—and this is

one of the so-called expensive mixtures. But it is

truly a tobacco to live for.
• '

Smoking has been made the stalking-horse of the

economist, and the loud outcry raised against it on

the score of extravagance can only be set down to

either want of reflection or wilful ignorance. It has

been assumed that it stands alone as the summit

of human folly. Dr. Franklin said that keeping

up a habit cost as much as rearing four children.

If it be so, they must be brought up on remarkably

sparing lines, if the outlay on moderate smoking

only be required to pay for their maintenance.

We will not go into the question as to whether

or not it is desirable that all smokers should give

up their pipes to have four children, or if they

had them how they would be able to endure the

anxiety without the solace of their pipes.

The fact is that smoking may be made expensive,

but is not so necessarily, and that in comparison

with other fads and fancies which are carefully

ignored, it is not an extravagance.

Homerton says :
—

“ The reader has, I dare say,

amongst his acquaintances ladies who, on hearing
any habitual cigar smoker spoken of, are always

ready to exclaim against the enormity of such an
expensive and useless indulgence

;
and the cost of

tobacco smoking is generally cited by its enemies
as one of the strongest reasons for its general

discontinuance. One would imagine, to hear
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people talk, that smoking was the only selfish in-

dulgence in the world. When people argue in

this strain I immediately assume the offensive. ,

I roll back the tide of war right into the enemy’s c

entrenched camp of comfortable customs. I attack i

the expensive and unnecessary indulgences of ladies

and gentlemen who do not smoke.”

It will be easy for all of us to point out countless

luxuries unnecessary in any degree to those who
enjoy them. Why do they not first cast the beam j

out of their own eyes before attacking the ha7'7n- \

less neccssQ7'y pipe ? What more need be said. If

tobacco be a luxury, it is the cheapest and least ^

harmful of any.

A celebrated English judge, celebrated alike for

the vigour of his intellect and the depth of his

potations, and who it is said never felt himself t

really up to the mark until he had consumed '

two bottles of port, was once asked what kind of

wine he considered to be the best. He replied, i

“ All wine is good, but some sorts are better than .

others.” We may say the same of tobacco. All

tobacco is good, only be careful to have only the

best.
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T^TNDOUliTEDLY tobacco has exercised a

very considerable national and social in-

' fluence. Its votaries have been denounced

as being little, if anything, above the level of

drunkards, and the most intemperate abuse on the

part of so-called temperance advocates has been

levelled at it. We may assume, upon the authority

of the first chapter of Genesis, that all creation

being very good and being all placed under man’s

domination, it was, and is, designed for the rational

use and enjoyment of mankind. It is the abuse

and not the use that is to be condemned, and it is

here that the mistake is made. Truly it is well to

abstain from the use of anything that may cause

our brethren offence, but it is better to show them

that we can make use of the blessings of Providence

without excess. “ Be strong, quit you like men,”

surely shows the higher level of life, but in these

days of cant and quackery is apt to be overlooked.

The late Mr. C. H. Spurgeon, with whose views

we have no sympathy whatever, but who was at

least manly and outspoken in his utterances, on

one occasion declared, when the use of tobacco

had been assailed by a brother preacher, that he

meant “ to smoke a cigar to the honour and glory

of God ” that very night. The phrase has an ill

sound (as, indeed, the preacher admitted), but

iipon consideration it cannot be denied but that a

true note had been struck, and it would be well for
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us all if we recognised more thoroughly the duty

of thankfulness for all the many benefits we enjoy.

This view was made clear by Mr. Spurgeon him-

self, and in a letter to the Daily Telegraph he said,

“ As I would not knowingly live even in the smallest

violation of the law of God—and sin is the trans-

gression of the law— 1 will not own to sin when I

am not conscious of it. There is growing up in

Society a Pharisaic system which adds to the com-

mands of God the precepts of men
;
to that system

I will not yield for an hour. The preservation of

my liberty may bring upon me the upbraiding of

many of the good, and the sneers of the self-right-

eous ; but I shall endure both with serenity so

long as I feel clear in my conscience before God.

The expression ‘smoking to the glory of God,’

standing alone, has an ill sound, but in the sense

in which I employed it I shall stand to it. No
Christian should do anything in which he cannot

glorify God, and this may be done, according to

Scripture, in eating and drinking, and the common
actions of life. When I have found intense pain

relieved, a weary brain soothed, and calm and

refreshing sleep obtained by a cigar I have felt

grateful to God, and have blessed His Name
;
this is

what I meant, and by no means did I use sacred

words triflingly. ... I am told that my open

avowal will lessen my influence, and my reply is

that if I have gained my influence through being

thought different to what I am I have no wish to

retain it.”

We are bound to say that we think Mr. Spurgeon

amply made good his case.

It is quite certain that, on the one hand, tobacco

has been extravagantly and wildly condemned,

and, perhaps, it has been quite as unjustifiably

belauded. But the difficulty of holding the balance

true is impossible to the non-smoker, and extremely
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difficult to the smoker also. We are unable to sing

its praises in moderation, for the beneficent in-

fluence of tobacco is universal.

No drunkard is ever a smoker. The proposition

sounds startling to the uninitiated, but is absolutely

the fact. A drunkard may “ smoke ” in a small

and casual way, but the craving for alcohol inevit-

ably destroys the taste for “My Lady Nicotine,”

and before long the one kills the other. The asser-

tion that smoking leads to drunkenness is founded

upon ignorance, and want of knowledge is the

usual stock-in-trade of those blatant advocates

who discern evil in all the simple honest pleasures

of the people, and who prefer to make their wildest

assertions from the pulpit of a church, or more

usually a chapel, a kind of “ fool’s castle ” where,

however ridiculous and illogical, their views cannot

be contradicted without a breach of decorum.

The influence of tobacco varies in different places

in its intensity. In Germany, perhaps, it reaches

its highest point. Neither English mechanic,

French workman, men who apparently can do

nothing without pipe or cigarette in their mouths,

nor Turk and Egyptian, to take from whom their

cigarette would almost denationalise, nor Mexican,

nor American, whose exploits in the way of smoking

are by no means slight, none of these can equal

the German in his devotion to his pipe. It is his

constant companion in every waking hour, and he

will even smoke at his meals, taking alternately a

mouthful of food and a mouthful of smoke. Whether
this be excess or not he thrives upon it, and the

influence of his big solid pipe, and his big heavy

person, is apparent throughout the world.

Our Gallic cousins prefer the cigarette, and its

light and ephemeral character is eminently suit-

able to the gay, frothy, inconsequent nature of the

people. Kruger smokes a pipe, and its reputed
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size and weight accord well with that heavy

obstinacy of purpose that is only limited by want

of ability and means to carry his designs into

effect.

Ill-doei's have smoked, they also have shared in

the other benefactions of Nature. The rain, we are

told, falls upon the just and the unjust alike, and
men are not scoundrels, murderers, or villains be-

cause of their pipes, but in spite of them. May
we not conclude that being insensible to the bene-

ficent influences of tobacco is the proof positive of

a nature too hardened and unholy to be affected

for good by anything.

But far otherwise is the general result. Sam
Slick says that a pipe is the “ poor man’s friend

;

it calms the mind, soothes the temper, and makes
a man patient under difficulties. It has made more
good men, good husbands, kind masters, indulgent

fathers, than any other blessed thing upon this

universal earth.”

Bulwer Lytton declares that “ he who doth not

smoke hath either known no great griefs or re-

fuseth himself the softest consolation next to that

which comes from heaven. ‘What softer than

woman?’ whispers the young reader. Young
reader, woman teases as well as consoles—woman
makes half the sorrows which she boasts the privi-

lege to soothe. Woman consoles us, it is true,

while we are young and handsome
;
when we are

old and ugly woman snubs and scolds us. On the

whole, then, woman in this scale, the weed in

that, Jupiter, hang out thy balance and weigh

them both
;
and if thou give the preference to

woman all I can say is, the next time Juno ruffles

thee, oh Jupiter ! try the weed.”

The influence of tobacco as a medicine remains

to be dealt with, and Edmund Gardiner in his

‘Trial! of Tobacco,” published in i6io, says;—
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“What is a more noble medicine, or more ready at

hand than tobacco,” and gives an account of the

successful result of its use by a patient. But it must

be confessed that its introduction into the realms

of medicine by these ancient doctors and herbalists

was by no means an unqualified success. It was

hailed as a nostrum for the relief of every ill that

man is heir to. Many villainous concoctions and

stews were composed with its aid, with the inevitable

result that its influence rapidly faded in a realm to

which for the most part it was unsuitable to be in-

troduced.

But its better self remained, and in its proper

sphere it has continued to extend its sway

“ Scent to match thy sweet perfume,
Chemic art did ne’er presume

;

Through her quaint, alembic strain.

None so sov’reign to the brain.”

—

Lamb.

And who shall say what noble thoughts, great

deeds, either of brilliant achievement or of sturdy

endurance, the world owes to the subtle influence

of tobacco.

D
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“ I have a pipe, which once thou lovest well.”

*
T is a question that yet remains unsolved,

whether the happiness of mankind consists

most in contemplation or in action. Probably

our thoughts or ideas upon the subject are not

likely to materially assist in the solution of the

riddle, yet possibly it is the alternation of action

with contemplation that gives to life its truest Joys

and purest pleasures. Activity of body naturally

appeals much to our robust race of Englishmen,

and rightly so, for without action our e.xistence

would perhaps become stagnation, and even de-

generate to degradation
;

but without meditation

or contemplation the best and worthiest thoughts

of our greatest men would never have been in-

spired, and the world could ill afford the loss.

Activity of body naturally induces the calm rest

that leads to meditation. Tobacco, the gift of

Nature, if used with becoming moderation produces

the same result, and there are, of course, many
cases of great men who, either from physical

inability or from constitutional dislike, have ab-

horred exercise, and yet who have become world

renowned for statesmanship, or letters, for their

inventive genius, or for their surpassing gifts of

eloquence
;
and as these men have been smokers,

probably the meditation engendered by the use of

the soothing weed has had not a little to do with
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the result. As an example may we not quote the

great statesman, whose name has become a house-

hold word, who is emphatically the “man of the

moment”— Mr. Chamberlain. He is said to avoid

bodily exercise in every possible way, but is a

smoker. He is the epoch maker and empire

builder of the age, and who shall say how much of

his power of debate, of his great administrative

genius, and of his brilliant statesmanship he does

not owe to the curling smoke wreaths from his

pipe or cigar. Is it not to tobacco that we owe

our most contemplative and tranquil moments ?

Is it not under its soothing influence that we think

out our most difficult problems, and find the right

course to pursue ?

“ Tobacco’s but an Indian weed,
Grows green at morn, cut down at eve;

It shows decay,

We are but clay
;

Thus think, and smoke tobacco.

“ The pipe that is so lily white,

Wherein so many take delight,

Breaks with a touch ;

Man’s life is such
;

Thus think, and smoke tobacco.

The pipe that is so foul within

Shows how man’s soul is soiled with sin
;

And then the fire

It doth require
;

Thus think, and smoke tobacco.

“ The ashes that are left behind
Do serve to put us all in mind

That unto dust

Return we must ;

Thus think, and smoke tobacco.

“ The smoke that does so high ascend
Shows us man’s life must have an end

The vapour’s gone

—

Man’s life is done ;

Thus think, and smoke tobacco.”— Old song.

D 2
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Such are the words of the old song
;
we think

they are a sermon in themselves, and they teach us

as good a lesson as ever fell from the lips of the

most eloquent, pious, or learned preacher.

When the day’s work is done, the special time

arrives for rest and thought, and a pipe of tobacco

may add contentment to our lot. It should do so,

be the tobacco good and our mind set in quiet,

thankful mood. The smoke curls upwards by the

cosy fireside, or in the serene summer evening’s

air
;
we may picture distant scenes, past joys, old

friends or what not in the glowing coals, or we
may see an added beauty in the sunset, clouds

more radiant in their golden light, the songs of the

birds more melodious, the verdant meadows or the

leafy trees more freshly green. If we lack wealth

or fame, and these come but to few, if we have

poverty or ill-health, are not these the heritage of

all, and are there not many worse than ourselves ?

But be our condition what it may, there cannot be

one who may not be thankful, for is not every

misery we escape a newly added mercy ? Thus,

then, let us look at life with grateful mind, and

as our pipe pours out its incense our hearts are

insensibly led to higher thoughts, and we may be

thus made better men.
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SHACKERAY says, “Honest men, with pipes

or cigars in their mouths, have great physical

advantages in conversation. You may stop

talking if you like, but the breaks of silence

never seem disagreeable, being filled up by the

puffing of the smoke
;
hence there is no awkward-

ness in resuming the conversation, no straining for

effect— sentiments are delivered in a grave, easy

manner. The cigar harmonises the society, and

soothes at once the speaker and the subject

whereon he converses. I have no doubt that it

is from the habit of smoking that Turks and

American-Indians are such monstrous well-bred

men. The pipe draws wisdom from the lips of the

philosopher, and shuts up the mouth of the foolish
;

it generates a style of conversation, contemplative,

thoughtful, benevolent, and unaffected
;

in fact—

I

must out with it—/ am an old smoker. At home I

have done it up the chimney, rather than not do
it, the which, 1 own, is a crime. 1 vow and believe

that the cigar has been one of the greatest creature

comforts of my life—a kind companion, a gentle

stimulant, an amiable anodyne, a cementer of

friendship. May I die if 1 abuse tliat kindly weed
which has given me so much pleasure.”

Dickens has drawn some charming pictures in

which the social pipe figures. The modest pro-

vision of pipes (and the case bottle) that figured in
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the quiet evening’s repose at the “Little Midship-

man,” and old Weller and his son with their long

clays in the inn parlour, are cases in point. The
celebrated novelist was a smoker himself, and

greatly enjoyed all that pertained to friendship and

sociability. His descriptions of the social board

are written as though he revelled in them, and

yet we think it was not the material comforts or

luxuries that he cared so much about, as that he

loved to see happy cheerfulness paramount.

Probably Carlyle’s ideas of sociability were

somewhat crude and unformed. He did smoke,

and considered tobacco to be “ the one element in

which, by our European manners, men can sit

silent together without embarrassment, and where

no man is bound to speak one word more than he

has got to say.” He thought that if smoking were

introduced into constitutional parliaments the

benefit might be incalculable, and draws an obvious

inference. Tobacco he esteemed as sedative and

gently soothing, and one gathers that the rugged

philosopher, by its aid, was able to endure the

company of his friends. He cannot be accused of

having been too much of a society man, and his

picture of “a high large room, contented saturnine

human figures, a dozen or so of them, sitting round

a large long table furnished for the occasion, a long

Dutch pipe in the mouth of each man, with supplies

of ‘Knaster’ easily accessible,” does not seem a

very cheerful description of a social gathering, but

perhaps the “Knaster’’ accounts for the gloomy

visages, and the seeming want of conversation.

There is a legend that Carlyle once spent an

evening with Emerson, and giving him a pipe and

taking one himself, the two sat silent till midnight,

and then parted, shaking hands, with congratula-

tions upon the pleasant and profitable evening they

had enjoyed. .
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The late Poet Laureate, Lord Tennyson, was a

great smoker. He did not greatly affect cigars,

but most enjoyed a pipe of genuine Virginia, and

of all pipes preferred the common clay. In his

sanctum at the top of his house he used to work

until fatigued, during which period none dared

intrude, but when his work was done he was glad

to see his friends, and smoking with them thus

enjoyed the social hours. He is reported to have

never smoked a pipe a second time, and on one

occasion to have quitted Venice in disgust, because

he could get no good cigars there.

Milton was a smoker; when composing “Para-

dise Lost ” (he was then blind) he is stated to have

finished the day by taking a pipe of tobacco in the

company of his friends.

But enough of great examples and wise men’s

opinions, every smoker knows and rejoices not only

in his pipe, but in it as a very considerable item in

the promotion of good-fellowship and sociabilitj^

When the pipes are lighted in the evening comes

the time for cheerful conversation and pleasant,

friendly intercourse. We could ill do without these

hours of relaxation
;
by them we are encouraged

to go forward with a lighter heart and more smiling

face. Believe me, there is great virtue in that

smiling face
;

it is the index for the most part of

heart and mind, and blesses him who bears it and
those who see it. Who can keep a smiling face with-

out the aid of tobacco? Its use enables us to forget

our worries
;
before the pipes were lighted we were

tired with our day’s work, snappy, quarrelsome, and
ill-tempered, afterwards we beam upon one another,

and looking forward with hopeful confidence to the

morrow we sit and talk.

Is not the great success of the Variety Theatres,

of Music Halls, and Smoking Concerts in these

days to be largely attributed to the social influence
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of tobacco ? People, of course, are attracted by a

good show and a popular house, but is it not the

fact that smoking being allowed is a great reason

with many for preferring the Music Hall to the

Play? Excellent as are the entertainments pro-

vided at the Halls, they cannot for the most part

be compared with the Theatres proper, yet while

the former are crowded nightly, the latter are com-

paratively neglected, excepting, of course, in special

instances where the performance is so good that

men give up their pipes to see it and content them-

selves with a cigarette in the entracte.
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F course, there always has been a party, and

we suppose there always will be a set of

^ fanatics who object to tobacco
;
but the

Anti-Tobacco faction are not alone in the attempt

to lessen the happiness of the people and offer us

some new-fangled “ moral pocket-handkerchief” in

the place of some well-accustomed comfort. Their

position is not only untenable, but altogether at

variance with established fact, and while the abuse

of a large variety of things as well as of tobacco

cannot fail to be detrimental, the rational use of

these condemned articles is beneficial in the highest

degree. However, let us see what some celebrated

doctors and scientists have to say upon the sub-

ject.

Dr. Richardson says :

—“ In an adult man who
is tolerant of tobacco, moderate smoking, say to

the extent of three clean pipes of the milder forms

of pure tobacco in twenty- four hours, does no great

harm. It somewhat stops waste and soothes. The
ground on which tobacco holds so firm a footing is

that of nearly every luxury it is the least injurious.

It is innocuous as compared with alcohol
;

it does

infinitely less harm than opium
;

it is in no sense

worse than tea
;
and by the side of high living

altogether it contrasts most favourably—a thorough
smoker is never a glutton. It brings quiet to the

overworn body and restless mind in the poor
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savage from whom it was derived, killing weari-

some, lingering time. The overwrought man dis-

covers in it a quietus for his exhaustion which,

having once tasted, he rarely forgets, but asks for

again and again. Tobacco will hold its place with

this credit to itself, that, bad as it is, it prevents

the introduction of agents that would be infinitely

worse.”

Dr. Lankester says :
—“If you will not give

up this habit of smoking from motives of economy,

from a sense of its uncleanness, from its making your

breath smell bad and your clothes filthy, from its

polluting your hands and your house, and driving

women and men from you who do not smoke, I

dare not, as a physiologist or a statist, tell you that

there exists any proof of its injurious influence

when used in moderation. I know how difficult

it is to define that word ‘moderation’; and yet, in

my heart, I believe that every one of you has an

internal monitor that will guide you to the true

explanation of it in your own case. The first

symptoms of giddiness, of sickness, of palpitation,

of weakness, of indolence, of uneasiness, whilst

smoking should induce you to lay it aside. These

are the physiological indications of its disagree-

ment which, if you neglect, you may find increase

upon you and seriously embarrass your health.”

Dr. Abernethy did not object to smoking, pro-

viding there was no expectoration.

Professor Huxley, at a debate on smoking

among the members of the British Association^

spoke as follows :
—

“ For forty years of my life

tobacco has been a deadly poison to me. {Loud
cheers froui the Anti-Tobacconisis.') In my youth, as

a medical student, I tried to smoke. In vain ! at

every fresh attempt my insidious foe stretched me
prostrate on the floor. {Renewed cheers.) I en-

tered the Navy
;
again I tried to smoke, and again
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met with a defeat. I hated tobacco. I could

almost have lent my support to any institution that

had for its object the putting of tobacco smokers

to death. {Vociferous applause.) A few years ago

I was in Brittany with some friends. We went to

an inn. They began to smoke. They looked very

happy, and outside it was very wet and dismal. I

thought I would try a cigar. {Murmurs.) I did

so. {Great expectation.) I smoked that cigar— it

was delicious ! {Groans.) From that moment I

was a changed man, and I now feel that smok-

ing in moderation is a comfortable and laudable

practice, and is productive of good. {Dismay a?id

cojifusion oftheA nti- TobaccoJiists. Roars oflaughter

from the smokers.) There is no more harm in a

pipe than there is in a cup of tea. You may poison

yourself by drinking too much green tea, and kill

yourself by eating too many beefsteaks. P'or my-

self, I consider that tobacco, in moderation, is a

sweetener and equaliser of the temper.” {Total

rout of the Anti- Tobacconists., and complete triumph

of the smokers.)

During the time when the great plague raged in

London, tobacco was recommended, and generally

taken, to prevent infection. Pepys has the follow-

ing note on June 7th, 1665 :

—“The hottest day

that ever I felt in my life. This day, much against

my will, 1 did in Drury Lane see two or three

houses marked with a red cross upon the doors,

and ‘ Lord, have mercy upon us ’ writ there, which
was a sad sight to me, being the first of the kind

that to my remembrance I ever saw. It put me
into an ill-conception of myself and my smell, so

that I was forced to buy some roll tobacco to smell

and chew, which took away the apprehension.”

At this time it was reported that no tobacconists

nor their households were afflicted, and that the

physicians who visited the sick, and the men who
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went round with the dead-carts, had their pipes
|

constantly alight.
j

Dk. Levy, a celebrated French writer on
Hygiene, says:—“If we weigh without prejudice

j

the advantages and inconveniences of tobacco, we
]

shall find that both have been somewhat exagge-
i

rated. It is not a digestive agent
;

it does not pre-
j

vent scurvy, nor does it produce it. It does not I

besot smokers and chewers
;

it does not emaciate
|

them by the loss of saliva. When it is accused of
|

brutalising its votaries, its effects are confounded
i

with those of drunkenness and gross intemper-
i

ance."
I

Profe.ssor Johnston, in the “Chemistry of I

Life,” says :
—“Generally, the physiological action i

of tobacco upon the bulk of mankind, and apart
|

from its moral influence, may be received as cha-
|

racteristic of this substance among narcotics
j

“ist. That its greater and first effect is to
i

assuage and allay and soothe the system in
i

general.
i

“ 2nd. That its lesser and second, or after effect,
i

is to excite and invigorate, and at the same time
|

to give steadiness and fixity to the powers of
i

thought.”
1

Workmen in tobacco factories, when attacked
|

with rheumatism, neuralgia, or lumbago, are re- i

ported to go to sleep upon a heap of tobacco and
i

awake cured.

We think it may be taken as abundantly proved i

that moderate smoking is not only a harmless

pleasure, but is also beneficial. But it must not be i

forgotten that there are people whose constitutions
i

will not permit of their indulgence in tobacco, even i

to a very limited extent, and to such there is only
j

one sensible course open—it must be given up. '

Further than this, excessive smoking is undoubtedly
;

harmful, if not injurious in the highest degree. The ^
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abuse of the otherwise harmless and kindly luxury

inevitably leads to all kinds of evil.

For example the eyesight.— Mr. \V. T. Over-

stall, the well-known optician, says :
—“Excessive

smoking product an affection of the eyes called

Toxic Amblyopia, the effect of which is to reduce

the acuteness of vision. Small objects at a distance

which used to be clear, may be found to be too

indistinct to be seen, or a difficulty may be found

in reading small print that no glasses will remove,

and the power of distinguishing colours may to a

certain extent be lost. The immediate cause of

the trouble is inflammation of the optic nerve

behind the eyeball. The rays of light from an

object enter the eye through the cornea and iris,

and are focussed upon the retina by the refractive

media. The retina contains the nerves which

receive the impressions and pass them on, by way

of the optic nerve, to the brain. It will be readily

understood that if this important transmissive

channel is not in good order, the quality of the

impressions carried will be degraded. The con-

dition is not by any means malignant, but smokers

should bear in mind that if they habitually indulge

to excess their eyesight must suffer. On the other

hand, there are several defects of the sight which

can be corrected by glasses, and the responsibility

for these must be laid upon errors of refraction,

such as short or long sight, astigmatism, or ad-

vancing age, and not upon tobacco.”

Dr. John Johnson said that woman’s chief vanity

is to appear beautiful, but Thackeray, after de-

scribing Joseph Sedley as being as vain as a girl,

adds, “ Heaven help us ! the girls have only to

turn the tables and say of one of their own sex,

‘ She is as vain as a man,’ and they will have
perfect reason. The bearded creatures are quite

as eager for praise, quite as finikin over their
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toilettes, quite as proud of their personal advan-

tages, quite as conscious of their powers of fascina-

tion, as any coquette in the world.” Now, there is

no real necessity for smoking to impair a man’s

good looks, but it may do so unless care is exer-

cised. Are not good, regular, white teeth one of

our greatest ornaments ? Well, smoking may
seriously impair their beauty, clay pipes, unless a

mouthpiece is used, will wear away the teeth in

an astonishing fashion, and if the smoke is too hot

and we quench our thirst at the same time with a

cold fluid, the sudden variation of temperature will

cause injury to the enamel. Besides this, smoking

causes a most unsightly discolouration of the teeth,

and want of attention will make this permanent.

It may be easily removed if the use of the tooth-

brush is habitual, and one of the best dentifrices is

cigar ashes, well incorporated with powdered cuttle

fish and orris root. On the other hand, smoking

frequently cures toothache, and tends to arrest the

decay of the teeth.

Smoking unquestionably tends to lessen the

sugar of the blood. Ripe fruit, apples, oranges, &c.,

are beneficial, and as the chief effect of tobacco is

upon the nerves, it is desirable to indulge in as

much outdoor bodily exercise as possible, and

frequent bathing in either tepid or cold water is

essential to the smoker and non-smoker alike, but

especially to the former.

Do not smoke on an empty stomach
;
some

persons appear to be able to do so with impunity,

but it is best avoided. Do not smoke out-of-doors

in cold weather, it will probably cause sore lips.

Do not forget to cleanse your pipe frequently. Do

not permit any articles of food to remain exposed

in any room in which smoking is habitual. Do not

smoke your pipe or cigar to the last extremity. Do

not smoke with the pipe or cigar at one side of the
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mouth. Do not expectorate unless it is absolutely

needful
;

if you cannot smoke without excessive

expectoration, you should not smoke at all. Do
not smoke immediately after meals.

It is, however, immediately after meals that the

veteran smoker chiefly desires his pipe or cigar.

If you be a real smoker you will feel no ill effect

from your tobacco, the pleasures of life will be

enhanced, its sorrows minimised, and your powers

of mental or bodily work increased. If, on the

other hand, you feel any evil effects, simple

common-sense urges that you give it up without

hesitation, and at once.
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T is difficult to say when it was that the great

pjf value of tobacco to the soldier first became
generally recognised. Pope, in his transla-

tion of Homer, tells us that the great “Achilles

smoked along the plain,” but it is not impossible

that the assertion neither has nor is intended to

have any reference to tobacco

—

“ The pearl whereby this lower orb is blessed ”
;

but be that as it may, the part that this great

human panacea has played in warfare has been

so prominent that it demands attention, although

probably its great value tt> the soldier w'as first

made manifestly apparent so recently as the

h'ranco-German War of 1870.

Prior to that, of course, there are numerous

instances of the use of the pipe by great soldiers,

and by the rank and file generally. The great

Friedrich Wilhelm I. of Prussia was a smoker
;

Blucher is reported to have smoked a pipe at

Waterloo ;
Grant, the American General, was

famous for his devotion to a cigar, and the list

may be extended indefinitely, but it is rather the

creneral value, than the individual use, to which we

think attention is due.

'fhe Lancet^ in referring to the supply of tobacco

to soldiers, observed :

—

“ The soldier, wearied with long marches and
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uncertain rest, obtaining his food how and when

he can, with his nerv^ous system always in a state

of tension from the dangers and excitement he

encounters, finds that his cigar or pipe enables him

to sustain hunger or fatigue with com])arative

equanimity. Explain it as we may, this is physio-

logically true
;
and medical officers who would not

be sorry to see the issue of a ‘ spirit ration’ dis-

continued, are compelled to allow that the moderate

use of tobacco by soldiers in the field has several

advantages. For the wounded it is probable that

tobacco has slight anodyne and narcotic properties

that enable the sufferer to sustain pain better during

the day, and to obtain sleep during the night.’’

And again, the same authority says :
—

“ We are

inclined to believe that, used with due moderation,

tobacco is of value second only to food itself when

long privations and exertions are to be endured.”

It is also pointed out that after a long day’s march

on short rations, “ the only real physical content of

each twenty-four hours came with the pipe smoked
by the smouldering embers of a camp-fire.”

In fact. Tommy Atkins, after a hard day’s fight-

ing or marching finds his sweetest solace in his

pipe. It allays the pangs of hunger, and opens the

gate to sleep. Without it the miseries of the cam-
paign would be infinitely greater

;
so, henceforth,

let no one speak in dispraise of tobacco, though we
imagine that few will care to taste its perfect bliss

under the conditions which made it a veritable

godsend to the “ soldiers of the Queen ” in South

Africa last year.

During the Franco-German War the authorities

were as anxious to supply the troops with tobacco

as with food or ammunition, and general subscrip-

tions were raised in the principal German towns

—

tobacco contributions, in fact. A large barrel with

a hole cut in the top stood at the street corners,

E
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with a printed appeal attached on behalf of the

Army, and into this regeptacle those so disposed

dropped what tobacco or cigars they could afford

to part with. Perhaps in some cases the collect-

ing-boxes held a great proportion of cheap German
cigars

;
but the intention was good

,
and we must

remember that frecpiently the offertory bags at

even fashionable churches contain an undue pro-

portion of copper. But surely an inadequate offer-

ing is better than nothing at all, and this reminds

us of the story that our Government at one time is

said to have had in contemplation the introduction

of half-farthings, with the a\ owed object of enabling

Scotsmen to contribute to charitable objects, it

being felt that even the most close-fisted subscriber

might give the eighth part of a penny.

But to return to the soldiers. The great Bis-

marck at the Battle of Koniggratz had but one

cigar left, and this he carefully guarded during the

action, luxuriating in the idea of the enjoyment he

would get from it after the victory. But a wounded

dragoon appealing for help, in default of anything

else was given the treasured cigar, and the soldier’s

satisfaction was so evident that the great statesman

declared the cigar he enjoyed the most in all his

life was the one he did not smoke.

It is told how a maimed soldier in one of the

battles before Metz, lying- upon the ghastly field

with the dead and dying all around him, and

awaiting his approaching end with calmness, in

spite of frightful bodily torture, when discovered

asked for but one relief—a cigar.

In the hospitals, where lie the wounded, glorious,

yet awful, wrecks of the previous day’s manhood,

on the battlefield sodden with blood, where lie the

maimed and shattered, what do they all most

earnestly cry for? Tobacco. It seems more

essential than splints and bandages. The Daily
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News says “ In every letter we read of the ex-

hausted soldiers, prisoners, and maimed victims of

battle eagerly asking for the soothing narcotic, beg-

ging for it sometimes, finding it a solace under the

hardships of weather, of hunger, of disease— finding

it enables them even to endure the painful searches

and amputations of the surgeon. The counter-

blast enthusiasts would do well to reconsider their

creed.”

The correspondent of the Daily Telegraph, in

describing the Battle of Saarbriicken, says :

—

“ Whilst the firing was going on a party of Bruns-

wick hussars came galloping in smoking their

cigars just as if the French were twenty miles off,

instead of from eighty to a hundred yards.” Calm-

ness and coolness go very far in war time, their

influence is magical, and the smoking soldier not

only calms his own nerves with his pipe or cigar,

but is an object-lesson of coolness to his comrades.

But there is a lighter side to the use of tobacco

by the soldier as well as the grim picture we have

scanned. With the cheerful pipe alight, the groups

round the camp-fire become happier and brighter

in the ruddy glow, and the merry tale goes round.

Even on the field itself the joke is sometimes to

be heard. “ Och, murther. Pm kilt entirely !” ex-

claimed an Irish soldier at the Battle of Sala-

manca. “Are you wounded ?” asked his officer.

“Wounded is it, yer honour? Be the powers, Pm
worse than kilt out and out. Wasn’t I waitin’

for the last quarter of an hour for a pull at Jim
Murphy’s pipe ? An’ then, now, it’s shot out of his

mouth !

”

Thinking the matter would be of some consider-

able interest to the public, we have been at pains

to ascertain the views of some of the most promi-
nent of our Generals in the South African Cam-
paign upon the value of tobacco to soldiers in

E 2
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war time, and having elicited the following

opinions, have the pleasure to present these

hitherto unpublished letters to our readers

General Gatacre says:—“I am not a smoker,

but from the keenness evinced by all smokers on
service or undergoing hardships of any kind to

obtain and use tobacco in some form or other, I

am in favour of the supply of tobacco to soldiers in

war time, as it tends to contentment, and so far as

I have observed, it does no one any harm.
“ Wild tribes, too, mountaineers, who are not as

a rule given to indulgence or excesses, are very

fond of tobacco, and have a strong belief in its

recuperative powers during or after hard work,

and all use it when they can get it.”

General Sir Red\ ers Buller says :
—

“ My view of

the matter is simple. I do not smoke, so I do not

want tobacco. Those people who do smoke, I

should think, naturally want tobacco.”

General Sir William Butler says he “ does not

smoke, and therefore is unable to give an opinion.”

General Sir George White says that his con-

sumption of tobacco “ is the smallest possible, and

I believe soldiers would be better without it, though

I know what a terrible loss it is to those who have

made it a necessity.”

General Mackinnon says :
—“ I am not a smoker

myself, and therefore an exception to the great

majority of men, but I am quite of opinion that the

issue of tobacco to men on service is of great

benefit to them, and in some cases almost indis-

pensable to the preservation of their health and

spirits. There is no free issue of tobacco. Now
and again in South Africa it was issued on repay-

ment, but even that was a great boon, as probably

the men would not have been able individually to

get their tobacco.”

“ Lord Dundonald presents his compliments to
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Mr. J. \V. Cunclall. He does not smoke very much

himself.

“With regard to the issue of tobacco to soldiers

in war time, there is nothing they like better.

“ Lord Dundonald remembers writing home to

same kind people, in reply to their letter asking

what to send for the use of the men in his Brigade,

that he recommended tobacco, cigarettes, and

literature of all sorts.”
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M UMBERLESS odes and poems have been

addressed to the all entrancing, ever

^ beauteous, always charming, never fading,

delightful Lady Nicotine. It may indeed be not

unfairly argued that the “ sacred fire” in not a few

cases would never have burnt at all had it not

been kept alight by the glowing pipe. Has not

tobacco been the source of inspiration not only to

the Spring, or common or garden poet, but have

not the curling wreaths of smoke given to our best

and greatest that insight into the mysteries of life

they otherwise would hot have seen. Bulwer

Lytton exclaims :
“ A pipe ! it is a great com-

forter, a pleasant soother. Blue Devils fly before

its honest breath ! It ripens the brain
;

it opens

the heart
;
and the man who smokes thinks like a

sage and acts like a Samaritan.”

Shakespeare, curiously enough, makes no allu-

sion to tobacco in any of his works, and whether

he smoked or not does not appear to be recorded.

Milton smoked, so also did Tennyson, Campbell,

Byron, and Cowper, and the last named gratefully

recorded his thanks, and stated that tobacco

“ Does thought more quicken and refine

Than all the breath of all the nine.”

Many are the addresses offered at the shrine of

tobacco, but perhaps the following apostrophe by

an unknown author excels even Lord Byron’s

panegyric ;

—
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“ Thrice happy Isles that stole the world’s delight,

And thus produced so rich a margarite !

“ It is the fountain whence all pleasure sjirings,

A potion for Imperial and mighty kings.

He that is master of so rich a store

May laugh at Crresus, and esteem him poor ;

And with his smoky sceptre in his fist,

Securely flout the toiling alchymist,

Who daily labours with a vain expense

In distillations of the quintessence,

Not knowing that this golden Herb alone

Is the Philosopher’s admired stone.

“ It is a favour which the Gods doth please,

If they do feed on smoke, as Lucian says,

Therefore the cause that the bright Sun doth lest

At the low point of the declining West—
When his oft-wearied horses breathless pant

Is to refresh himself with this sweet Plant,

Which wanton Thesis from the west doth bring,

To joy her love after his toilsome ring ;

PWr ’tis a cordial for an inward smart.

As is Dictammium * to the wounded hart.

“ It is the sponge that wipes out all our woe ;

’Tis like the thorn that doth on Pelion grow.

With which whoe’er his frost limbs anoints.

Shall feel no cold in fat, or flesh, or joints ;

’Tis like the river, which whoe’er doth taste,

P'orgets his present griefs, and sorrows past

;

Music, which makes grim thoughts retire,

And for a while cease their tormenting fire

—

Music, which forces beasts to stand and gaze.

And fills their senseless spirits with amaze

—

Compared to this, is like delicious strings,

Which sound but harshly while Apollo sings.

“ The brain with this infumed, all quarrel ends.

And fiercest foemen turn to faithful friends
;

The man that shall this smoky magic prove,

Wbll need no philtres to obtain his love.

Vet this sweet simple, by mis-ordered use,

Death or some dangerous sickness may produce.

Should we not for our sustentation eat.

Because a surfeit comes from too much meat ?

.Should we not thirst with mod’rate drink repress.

Because a dropsy springs from such excess ?

.So, our fair Plant— that doth so needful stand

As heaven, or fire, or sea, or air, or land
;

* The herb with which the hart is said to cure its wounds.
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As noon or stars that rule the gloomy night,

Or sacred friendship, or the sunny light—
Her treasured virtue in herself enrolls,

And leaves the evil to vainglorious souls.

And yet, who dies with this celestial breath.

Shall live immortal in a joyful death.
All goods, all pleasures, it in one can link

—

’Tis physic, clothing, music, meat and drink.

“ Gods would have revelled at their feasts of mirth
With this pure distillation of the earth ;

The marrow of the world, .Star of the West,
The pearl whereby this lower Orb is blest

;

The joy of Mortals, Umpire of all strife.

Delight of Nature, Mithridate of Life
;

The daintiest dish of a delicious feast.

By taking which Man differs from a beast.”

Charles Lamb was directed by his physician to

give up smoking, and thereupon he wrote his

FAREWELL TO TOBACCO.
“ Scent to match thy sweet perfume
Chemic art did ne’er presume.
Through her quaint, alembic strain.

None so sov’reign to the brain.

Nature, that did in thee excel.

Framed again no second smell.

Roses, violets, but toys

For the smaller sort of boys.

Or for the greener damsels meant

;

Thou art the only manly scent,

Stinking’st of stinking kind,

Filth of the mouth, and fog of the mind,
Africa that brags her foison.

Breeds no such prodigious poison,

Henbane, nightshade, both together.

Hemlock, aconite—
Nay, rather.

Plant divine of rarest virtue ;

Blisters on the tongue would hurt you,

’Twas but in a sort I blamed thee
;

Irony all, and feigned abuse

—

Such as jierplexed lovers use.

At a need, when in despair.

To paint forth their fairest fair.

Or in part but to express

That exceeding comeliness

Which their fancies doth so strike

They borrow language of dislike
;

And instead of Dearest, Miss,
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Jewel, honey, sweetheart, bliss.

And those forms of old admiring,

Call her Cockatrice and Siren ;

Basilisk, and all that’s evil ;

Witch, hyena, mermaid, devil,

Ethiop, wench, and blackamoor.

Monkey, ape, and twenty more ;

Friendly traitress, loving foe,—
Not that she is truly so.

But no other way they know
A contentment to express.

Borders so upon excess.

That they not rightly w'ot

Whether it be pain or not.

Or, as men, constrained to part

With what’s nearest to their heart.

While their sorrow's at the height,

Lose discrimination quite.

And their hasty wrath let fall

To appease their frantic gall.

On the darling thing whatever
Whence they feel it death to sever,

Tho’ it be, as they perforce.

Guiltless of the sad divorce.

For I must (nor let it grieve thee,

Friendliest of plants, that I must) leave thee,

For thy sake, Tobacco, I

Would do anything but die.

And but seek to extend my days
Long enough to sing thy praise.

But, as she who once hath been
A King’s consort is a Queen
Ever after, nor will bate

Any tittle of her state,

Tho’ a widow, or divorced,

So I, from thy converse forced.

The old name and style retain,

A right Catherine of Spain ;

And a seat, too, ’mongst the joys
Of the blest Tobacco Boys ;

Where, though I, by sour physician.
Am debarr’d the full fruition

Of thy favours, I may catch
Some collateral sweets, and snatch
Sidelong odours that give life

Like glances from a neighbour’s wife
;

And still live in the bye places
And suburbs of the firaces ;

And in thy borders take delight,

An unconquered Canaanite. ’
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Probably, however, the best known of all poetic

tributes is Lord Byron’s in “The Island” (Canto

II., sect, xix.) :

—

“ Borne from a short frail pipe which yet had blown
Its gentle odours over either zone,

And, puff’d where’er winds rise or waters roll,

Had wafted smoke from Portsmouth to the Pole,

Opposed its vapour as the lightning flash’d,

And reek’d midst mountain-billows unabash’d,

To yPolus a constant sacrifice,

Thro’ every change of all the varying skies.

And what was he who bore it ? I may err,

But deem him sailor, or philosopher.

Sublime tobacco ! which from East to ^^'est

Cheers the tar’s labour, or the Turkman’s rest
;

Which on the Moslem ottoman divides

His hours, and rivals opium and his brides
;

Magnificent in Stamboul, but less grand,

Though not less loved, in Wapping or the Strand
;

Divine in hookas, glorious in a pipe.

When tipped with amber, mellow, rich, and ripe ;

Like other charmers, wooing the caress,

More dazzlingly when daring in full dress
;

Vet thy true lovers more admire by far

Thy naked beauties—give me a cigar !

”

Isaac Hawkins Browne (1736) thus addresses a

pipe of tobacco :

—

“ Little tube of mighty power,

Charmer of an idle hour.

Object of my warm desire.

Lip of wax, and eye of fire :

And thy snowy taper waist,

With my finger gently braced
;

And thy pretty swelling crest,

With my little stopper press’d,

And the sweetest bliss of blisses.

Breathing from thy balmy kisser.

Happy thrice, and thrice again,

Happiest he of happy men,
Who when agen the night returns,

When agen the taper burns ;

When agen the crickets gay

(Little cricket, full of play,)

Can afford his tube to feed

With the fragrant Indian weed
;

Pleasure for a nose divine,

Incense of the god of wine.

Happy thrice, and thrice agen,

Happiest he of happy men.”
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Bernard Barker’s quaint lines on a tobacco jar

can by no means be omitted :

—

“ Three hundred yeare ago, or soe,

Ane worthy Knight and gentleinanne

Did bring me here, to charm and chere

\'e physical and mental manne.
God rest his soule, who filled ye bowle.

And may our blessings finde him.
That he not misse some share of blisse,

Who left soe behind him.”

A curious ballad,
“ The Triumph of Tobacco

over Sack and Ale,” appears in a collection called

“Wits’ Recreations,” and published in 1640. We
append some of the verses -

“ It plainly appears

That in a few years

Tobacco more custom hath gained
Than sack or than ale,

Though they double the tale

Of the times wherein they have reign’d.

“ And worthily too.

For what they undo,
Tobacco doth help to regain.

On fairer conditions

Than many physicians;

Puts an end to much grief and pain.

“ It helpeth digestion.

Of that there’s no question
;

The gout and the toothache it eases
;

Be it early or late,

’Tis ne’er out of date,

He safely may take it that pleases.”

In Ben Jonson’s play of “The Alchemist ” the

following allusion to tobacco occurs in the first

act, where Abel Drugger is introduced to Subtle.

The play was first acted in 1610, and it would
appear that the trade of a tobacconist at that time

embraced some features that would be considered

curious in these days :

—

“ This is my friend Abel, an honest fellow ;

He lets me have good tobacco, and he does not
Sophisticate it with sack-lees or oil,
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Nor washes it in muscadel and grains,

Nor Iniries it in gravel, underground,
Wrapt up in greasy leather.

But keeps it in line lily jiots that, open’d,

vSmell like conserve of roses, or French beans.

He has his maple block, his silver tongs,

Winchester pipes, and fire of juniper

;

A neat, spruce, honest fellow.”

But to enumerate all that poets have fancied,

when inspired by tobacco, would require a volume

in itself, and too much sweetness is apt to surfeit

the ordinary mortal.
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F James I. mortally hated tobacco, and

Napoleon Bonaparte could endure it j only

in the form of snuff, on the other hand many

Royal Personages have been devoted servants to

My Lady Nicotine. The insulting “ counterblast ”

was more than avenged when posterity sent

James 11 .
packing, and the Tobacco Duties were

actually devoted to the payment of the e.xpenses

of the Revolution of 1688, which placed Dutch

William on the Throne of England.

Louis XIV. disliked tobacco, but his daughters

were not above indulging in a pipe. Miss Pardoe

says that when the Princesses grew tired of the

etiquette of the Court, they were accustomed to

celebrate a kind of orgie in their own apartments

after supper
;

and on one occasion when the

Dauphin, hearing a noise in their quarter of the

palace, entered to ascertain the cause, he found his

sisters smoking, and drinking brandy, and found

they had borrowed their pipes from the officers oi

the Swiss Guard.

Perhaps the late Empress of Austria was the

only Royal or Imperial lady of the present age who
indulged in tobacco. Her liking for cigarettes was

well known.

The menkind of the Royal House of England

are devoted adherents to tobacco. ‘‘ The King is

a great smoker, chiefly of cigars, though he is not
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a slave to the goddess Nicotina to anything like

the same extent as his son George, the Prince of

Wales. The Prince is an inveterate cigarette

smoker. He once confessed to the Czar of

Russia;—‘A short time ago I had an idea that

cigarettes were bad for me, so I determined to

limit myself to five a day. The first day I managed
to exist on the number I had determined upon.

The second day I smoked all five before lunch,

and I felt very miserable for the rest of the day.

The third day I smoked the five judiciously, but

felt a great “ wanting.” The fourth day I could

stand it no longer, and smoked forty cigarettes to

make up for my abstinence.’

“The late Duke of Edinburgh was a heavy

smoker. Once on being asked by a fair lady for

his opinion on smoking he wittily replied, ‘Madam,

there are two things I will never give up—my
honour and my tobacco-pouch.’

“The German Emperor confessed recently that

of all habits smoking had the greatest hold over

him. ‘When I am not asleep I am smoking, and

when I am asleep I often dream of the “ subtle ’’

poison,’ he said. The Sultan of Turkey is in the

habit, whenever he chances on a particularly good

output of cigarettes, to send a large number to his

friend the Kaiser.”—Free Lance.

George I., at Hanover, had his smoking-room,

and a select evening assemblage of smokers, and

also in London smoked each night, and moistened

his royal throat with beer.

Friedrich Wilhelm I. had a smoking-room in

each of his palaces, and Carlyle has left a pic-

turesque description of the royal tabagie.

The late lamented King Humbert of Italy was

encouraged in his smoking by his wife. That

gracious lady once said to the Prince of Wales :

“ I can overlook many faults in a man and make
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many allowances for shortcomings. One fault,

however, I cannot overlook—his not smoking".

When the King is annoyed, I give him his pipe
;

when he is good-tempered, I give him a cigarette
;

when I want him to do anything particular for me,

I give him a cigar. With a pipe I can console

him, with a cigarette I can delight him, but with

a cigar I can lead him anyhow and anywhere. ’

—

/'rec Lance.
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S
HE following description of the smoking-

room of the House of Commons has been

taken from the Globe :

—

“ This unpretentious and not over-comfortable

room is the Tabako-coUegium oi the Commons. It

is what the historian of the Prussian P'rederick

said of the curious conference organised by

Frederick’s father: ‘A Parliament reduced to

its simplest expression, with smoke in place of

speech.’ In these tal>agies there are many wor-

shippers almost as zealous as the Admiral. Here

the Joves of Party come out as cloud compellers
;

here the Baron de Worms sometimes literally

eclipses with his cigar the prodigious achievements

of the Admiral with his pipe
;
Here Mr. Labouchere

puffs like one of Washington Irving's Dutchmen;

and Mr. Sexton, who is also profoundly addicted

to the Indian leaf, acquits himself like Quilp's boy,

who could smoke a small limekiln. This region

of the House has its legends—legends of Mr.

Robert Spence’s fearful adventure with his first

cigarette, and others. Here it was that Mr. C. S.

Parnell echoed a more eminent personage with

the announcement that he retained the custom

of smoking— with him a rare enterprise—only till

such time as he could fix upon an equivalent vice.

Here the Admiral finds himself in congenial

company
;
the same vapour envelopes the Tory
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and Liberal, as the same sun shines alike upon

the good and the wicked. Here he can take his

pleasure at his will, railing sotto voce., between

whiffs, at the prejudice that excludes from the

British Commons the luxury which smooths debate

in the American Senate, and looking fondly for-

ward for the time yearned for by Thackeray when

tobacco shall triumph in all places, and we may
even see a Bishop lolling out of the Athenmum
with a cheroot in his mouth, or atj least a cutty-

pipe stuck in his shovel hat.’’

F
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STORY is told of an old gentleman who

was at the seaside with his nephew, a

youth of some thirteen or fourteen years of

age. During a walk, the latter saw and pointed

out a young friend of his, of about the same age,

who was puffing a\vay at, and apparently enjoying,

a cigar, and added, “ Oh, how I should like to

smoke!” The old gentleman was very properly

indignant, but resolved to cure the youngster of so

evil an ambition. He gave him a cigar, which to

his surprise the lad smoked like a veteran, and

without showing any of the usual qualms conse-

quent upon a yfr.v/ cigar, as it was supposed to be,

but, on the contrary, he exclaimed :
“ Well, uncle,

this is the best I have ever smoked, and no

mistake. I wonder w'here you got it
;

I should

like to try another I
” Alas, the biter had been

bitten, and no doubt thought long and deeply on

the depravity of the age generally, and of his

nephew in particular
;
but the request for a second

cigar was emphatically declined with “Xo! I’ll

see you first !

”

The late George Augustus Sala says :

—
“ Our

schoolmaster was an eccentric instructor, half

1‘estalozzi and half Philosopher Square, had an

idea that all Spanish children were weaned upon

tobacco, and absolutely permitted three Creole

lads to smoke
;
on condition, however, that they

should not light up their papelitos until night-time.
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when the other boys went to bed. How we used

to envy them, as, marching in Indian file to our

dormitories, we could see these favoured young

dons unrolling their squares of tissue paper,

preparatory to a descent into the playground and

a quiet smoke ! I'he demoralisation among the

juvenile community caused by this concession to

Spanish customs was but slight. One or two of

us tried surreptitious weeds on half-holiday after-

noons, but the widow Jones, in Chiswick Lane, did

not keep quite such choice brands in stock as did

Mr. Alcachofado, of the Morro Castle
;

and

Nemesis, in the shape of intolerable nausea,

very soon overtook us. It is astounding, at four-

teen years of age, how much agony of heart, brain,

and stomach can be got out of one penny Pickwick.

Pestalozzi Square, Ph.D., very wisely refrained

from excessive severity on this head. He made it

publicly known that a boy detected in smoking

would not necessarily be caned, but that on three

alternate days, for a week following the discovery

of the offence, he would be supplied at i p.m. with

a clean tobacco-pipe and half an ounce of prime

shag in lieu of dinner. We had very few unlicensed

smokers after this announcement.’^

It is generally agreed that the practice of

smoking is detrimental to boys, but doubtless

some constitutions have not suffered in the

anticipation of their period of development by
the premature use of tobacco. A veteran smoker
has related that when about ten years of age he

suffered greatly from toothache, and his groans

and cries annoyed an elder brother so much that he
was forced to smoke by this brother in order to

relieve the toothache and so abate the annoyance.
From that day he smoked vigorously, and when
the story was told he was in his sixty-sixth year,

and a veterryi smoker ofjust fifty-six years’ standing.

V 2
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From this it would appear that in this particular

instance no great harm could have ensued.

No doubt a great many boys smoke in order to

copy their elders, and appear “manly.” If they

only knew what little donkeys they appear, and

how unutterably silly they are in thus poisoning

themselves, they would be content to wait until they

could indulge in a smoke without harming them-

selves. Tobacco not only is not required by the

young, but in the vast majority of instances is

absolutely injurious. Beware, then, my young-

friends who desire to be full men at fourteen, lest

you are but worn-out remnants of humanity at

forty. Repentance in such cases comes too late,

for when the body’s functions are injured by

premature development, necessarily leading to

premature decay, it will be indeed too late for

regret. Beware, therefore, of playing with edged

tools, and wait until body and brain have developed

by their own natural forces in due time and in

a normal manner before commencing to smoke.

Then the indulgence may be beneficial, and it will

certainly be harmless if not practised to excess.

Nothing can be more reprehensible than teaching

young boys to smoke, or in encouraging them in so

doing. Dr. Richardson emphatically declares that

before the full maturity is attained, even the smallest

amount of smoking is hurtful; but admits that sub-

sequently the habit is, in most instances, only-

prejudicial when carried to excess.

Small boys should also beware of meddling with

the paternal meerschaum, or it may lead to a re-

petition of the following

Domestic Tragedy.

No clouds swept o’er the summer sky

Of Mrs. Jones’s married life;

1 ler husband said no word awry.

And she was quite a model wife.
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lie caught the morning ’bus at nine,

Of City men a perfect type,

Returned at half-past six to dine.

And stayed at home, and smoked his pipe.

A meerschaum pipe was pa’s delight.

He’d coloured it a lovely brown.
And ’ere he laid it by at night

He breathed on it, and rubbed it down.
Alas ! they had a son and heir,

A boy for mischief always ripe ;

One day when mother was not there

He got at father’s meerschaum pipe.

He’d soap and water in a cup,

In this he dipped his father’s pride.

And gaily blew the bubbles up.

Then put the pipe away undried.

That night, when pa his pet beheld.

Care seized his heart with cruel gripe.

And dancing madly round, he yelled,

“Great Scot ! Who’s had my meerschaum pipe?”

He gazed upon his ruined joy.

He saw its colour blotched and blurred.

Then went upstairs to where his boy
Was fast asleep. Without a word

He dragged him out, and with a cane
Inflicted many a scarlet stripe.

Then cried, “ My son, you’ll ne’er again

Blow bubbles with my meerschaum pipe,”

For days that only child sat down
Upon a chair’s extremest rim

;

For days his father wore a frown,

And mother’s eyes with tears were dim.
The years will pass, but from their hearts

Naught e’er that painful scene will wipe,

Nor will, though time some balm imparts.

Pa cease to mourn his meerschaum pipe.

—

Referee.
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-^ENN abhorred tobacco. Whilst he was in

America he was frequently annoyed at it.

' Once on his way to Pennsburgh he stopped

at Burlington to see old friends, who happened to

be smoking. Knowing his dislike to tobacco, they

concealed their pipes. Perceiving from the smell

when he entered the room that they had been

smoking, he said pleasantly, “Well, friends, I am
glad to see that you are at last ashamed of that

vile habit.’’ “Not so,” replied Samuel Jennings,

one of the company
;

“ but we preferred laying-

down our pipes to offending a weak brother.”

Bishop Richard Fletcher,

Who was promoted to the See of London by

Queen Elizabeth, is stated to have been the first

English Episcopal smoker. Camden says :
—“ He

smothered his cares by the immoderate use of

tobacco.” This appears to have been subsequent

to his suspension for marrying a second wife.

M. Alphonse Daudet says :

—

“ After dinner nothing is so good as a good pipe,

taken with one or two little glasses of excellent

brandy.” He further states that he “ does not seek

alcohol as a stimulant for work, but believes the

more he smokes the better he works.”

Dr. Aldrich,

'I'he Oxford Professor of Music, was an in-

veterate smoker, and in the University the follow-

lowing story, among others, passed current :
—

“A young student once finding some difficulty in
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persuading a friend of his upon the point, laid him

a wager that the Dean would l^e found smoking at

ten o’clock in the morning. Away therefore at the

appointed hour went the student to the Deanery,

where, being admitted to the Dean in his study, he

related the occasion of his visit, to which the Dean

replied, in perfect good-humour, ‘You see you

have lost your wager, for I’m not smoking, but

filling my pipe.’
”

Sir Benjamin Brodie

Once admitted that the occasional use of tobacco

could do but little harm, and classed tobacco with

tea and coffee and other sedatives or stimulants to

the use of which mankind have shown an almost

universal disposition.

Dr. Gordon Stables says :

—

“ I do not by any means condemn the habit. I

will go so far as to say that it is often healthful.

Also, that it may lengthen life in the lonely by

banishing e7inui. Do not smoke either cigars or

cigarettes to the bitter end, however, else you will

suck in the nicotine. A pipe is best, if tobacco be

really good. Don’t feel around for your pipe first

thing of a morning. Let the day be well advanced

before you fill it. Smoking should be discouraged

among young people under twenty, because it

weakens the heart and other organs.”

Mr. Lascelles Scott

Once amused himself in Drury Lane Theatre by

collecting germs. He discovered that in the stalls

at 8 p.m. there were 245 organisms per 10 litres
;
at

II p.m., 526 ;
in the dress circle at 8.30 p.m. there

were 374 ;
and by 1 1.15 the number had increased

to 860. The condition of the galleries would

probably be still more remarkable. Afterwards he

tested a small room i 5 feet square, which was kept

unoccupied for twenty-four hours. Eight persons
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were admitted. The average number of germs per

litre was over 200. But when seven of the persons

present were smokers, the number was on the

average less than 100, thus suggesting that

tobacco is destructive to the germs.

Shiraz Tobacco,

According to a Persian legend, was given by a

holy man to a loving youth disconsolate at the loss

of his wife. “ Go to thy wife’s tomb, and there

thou wilt find a weed. Pluck it, place it in a reed,

and inhale the smoke as you put fire on it. This

will be to you wife and mother, father and brother,

and, above all, will be a wise counsellor, and teach

thy soul wisdom, and thy spirit joy.”

Defoe,

It will be remembered, in Robinson Crusoe^

makes his hero cure himself of a feverish ague by

the use of tobacco. In real life the patient sub-

jected to such treatment would probably never live

to tell the tale.

Dr. Parr’s

Affection for his pipe was so well known that

wherever he dined he was always permitted to

enjoy his favourite indulgence. Even George IV,

graciously provided him with a smoking-room at

Carlton House and the society of Colonel C

in order that he might not be inconvenienced. “ I

don’t like to be smoked myself, doctor,” said the

Royal wit, “ but I am anxious that your pipe should

not be put out.” One day Dr. Parr was to dine at

the house of Mr.
,
who previously told his wife

of the doctor’s passion for his pipe. The lady was

much put out by the information, and declared that

come what might no smoking should be permitted

in her house. The doctor came, was very brilliant,

a splendid dinner was enjoyed, and directly after-

wards he asked for pipes. “ Pipes,” screamed the
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lady, “pipes! for what purpose?” “Why to

smoke, madam !

” “Oh, my dear doctor, I can’t

have pipes here. You’ll spoil my room
;
my cur-

tains will smell of tobacco for a week.” “Not
smoke ? Then, madam,” said Ur. Parr, looking at

her ample person, “ then, madam, I must say you

are the greatest tobacco stopper in England.”

A Prodigious Smoker

Died at Ath, in Belgium, in June, i860. It has

been calculated that between the ages of 18 and 91

he consumed upwards of four tons of tobacco, and

drank more than 22,000 gallons of beer.

The Bull of Pope Urban VIII.— (1642).

“ Our temples, by virtue of the divine sacrifice

which is celebrated in them, are called houses

of prayer
;

they must, therefore, be held in the

greatest respect. Having received from God the

sure keeping of all the churches in the Catholic

world, it is our duty to banish every profane and

indecent act from these churches. We have re-

cently learned that the bad habit of taking the

herb commonly called tobacco, by the mouth or

nose, has spread to such a degree in some dioceses

that persons of both sexes, even the priests and

clerks, both secular and regular, forgetting that

decorum which is due to their rank, take tobacco

everywhere, principally in the churches of the town

and diocese of Seville
;
nay, even—and we blush

for very shame—whilst celebrating the most holy

sacrifice of the Mass. They soil the sacred linen

with the disgusting humours provoked by tobacco,

they poison our temples with a repulsive odour, to

the great scandal of their brethren who persevere

in well doing, nor do they seem to dread their want

of respect for all sacred objects.

“ Thus it is, that being wishful, and in our

anxiety, to remove so scandalous an abuse from the
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temples of God, by virtue of our Apostolic authority,

and by the tenor of these presents, we interdict and
forbid all generally and each one in particular,

persons of either sex, seculars, ecclesiastics, every

religious order,and all thoseforming a portion ofany

religious institution whatsoever, to take tobacco in

the future in the porches or interiors of the churches,

whether by chewing, smoking, or inhaling it in the

form of powder— in short, to use it in any shape or

form whatsoever. If anyone contravene these pro-

visions, let him be excommunicated.”

Elizabeth,

Queen of Spain, authorised the beadles to

confiscate to their own use and profit the boxes

of those who should make use of snuff during the

solemnisation of the Mass.

^‘Jesuits’ Snuff”

Was so called from the Jesuits adopting snuffs

charged with poison for the purpose of getting rid

of their enemies. For a long time a great dread

of being poisoned in this way prevailed, and

persons became very chary of either offering or

accepting a pinch. In 1712, the Duke de Noailles

murdered the Dauphiness of France by means of

a box of Spanish snuff, a luxury in which she

delighted. The Duke de Bourbon killed Santeuil,

the poet, by means of snuff. It will be remembered

that Mr. William Westall, the novelist, has founded

one of his works. Two Pinches of Snuff., upon the

use of medicated snuff for criminal purposes.

Sir Isaac Newton,

The philosopher, was a smoker, and lived to a

good old age, and only lost but one single tooth.

This has been pointed out over and over again as 1

clearly proving that smoking does not injure the
I

teeth. We should be inclined to believe he must
|

have rejoiced in a remarkably good set, or else
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never had more than the one he lost. It is recorded

of him that, whilst in a state of mental abstraction,

he used the finger of his lady-love as a tobacco-

stopper, as he sat smoking in silence beside her.

Queen Elizabeth

Did not, we suppose, object to smoking, as it is

recorded that Raleigh, smoking in her company,

undertook for a wager to demonstrate the weight

of the smoke emitted by his pipe. The Queen took

the bet, and Raleigh, having weighed a bowlful of

his tobacco, smoked it out, and then weighing the

ashes, e.xhibited the “ difference ” by the simple

rule of subtraction. The Queen paid the bet, and

remarked, alluding to the alchemists, then very

numerous, “ Many labourers in the fire have 1

heard of who turned their gold into smoke, but

Raleigh is the first who has turned smoke into

gold.”

Aubrey

Says that in his time the pipe was handed from

man to man round the table, and tobacco was sold

for its weight in silver. “ I have heard,” says he,

“ some of our old yeomen neighbours say that

when they went to Malmesbury or Chippenham,

they culled their biggest shillings to lay in the

scales against the tobacco.”

The Rev. Henry Allen

Stated that “as a statistical fact 90 per cent, of

smoking young men are irreligious.” This tremen-

dous indictment is possibly the result of that

common want of charity that leads people to say

hard things of those that happen to differ from

themselves either in thought or word or deed.

Probably at the present time there are not ten

young men in every hundred who do not smoke,
and, therefore, assuming that ten per cent, of the

smokers, and the whole of the non-smokers, are
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models of piety, there remains a terrible propor-

tion of the young men population who, according

to Mr. Allen, are on the downward path. As a

matter of fact, the non-smoking young man is no

better than the smoker, but on the other hand is

perhaps rather worse. Non-smoking young men
seem to consist almost exclusively of two classes :

first, the solemn, self-conscious, self-satisfied prig,

and, secondly, those who are unable to enjoy the

pure and serene joys of the proper use of tobacco

—

those who ha^•e tried to smoke and failed. No one

but a faddist in these enlightened days would

endeavour to classify the piety of his neighbours

from the fact of their being smokers or otherwise,

and were there no smokers at church or chapel

the congregation of men ^^•ould be scanty indeed.

Perhaps there is not much to boast about as

regards the numbers of men, whether young,

middle-aged, or old, smokers or non-smokers,

who habitually attend a place of worship. Mr.

Steinmetz was of opinion that if smoking were

allowed in our churches there would be no difficulty

about getting them filled with smokers, and

argued that as every true smoker is a good

thinker, and as it is impossible for a good thinker

not to become a good Christian sooner or later, all

men, Uierefore, should become smokers as the first

preliminary to righteousness. On the whole, such

is prejudice, we should ourselves be sorry to see

pipes and cigars introduced into church
;

but, we

think, were smoking permitted at the “ Pleasant

.Sunday Afternoon ” discussions in parochial halls,

&c., it would probably lead to good results.

Lord Wolseley

l^sed to be a great smoker, but since the

Egyptian Campaign he has almost given up the

habit.— TH-Bits.
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Consumption of Tobacco.

The Austrians consume more tobacco than any

other nationality or race on the globe, civilised or

savage. Recent investigation by eminent statis-

ticians gives the number of pounds consumed,

annually by each loo inhabitants of the different

European countries as follows : Spain, too pounds;

Italy, 128; Great Britain, 138; Russia, 182;

Denmark, 224 ;
Norway, 229 ;

and Austria, 273

pounds.— Tit- Bits.

A Professor of Smoking.
“ If this city, or the suburbs of the same, do

afford any young gentleman of the first, second, or

third head, more or less, whose friends are but

lately deceased, and whose lands are but new come

into his hands, that, to be as exactly qualified as

the best of our ordinary gallants are, is affected

to entertain the most gentlemanlike use of tobacco;

as first, to give it the most exquisite perfume
;

then, to know all the delicate, sweet forms for the

assumption of it
;

as also the rare corollary and

practice of the Cuban ebolition, euripus, and whiff,

which he shall receive, or take in here at London,

and evaporate at U.xbridge, or farther, if it please

him. If there be any such generous spirit, that is

truly enamoured of these good faculties
;
may it

please him, but by a note of his hand to specify

the place or ordinary where he uses to eat and lie
;

and most sweet attendance, with tobacco and
pipes of the best sort shall be ministered. N/c/,

quceso, candide LectorT

The above placard was hung in St. Paul’s in

1599, at which time the cathedral was the most

fashionable promenade of the day.

The Weed in War.
In Italy, the war authorities recognise the

“weed” as one of the comforts^essential to the
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troops, and cigars are served out as pan and

parcel of the daily ration—a custom which should

commend itself to the approval of Mr. Atkins

as one worthy of imitation by his unprogressive

superiors at home. They certainly do some things

on the Continent very much better than we do,

and in this particular the wealthiest country in

Europe might well follow the example of the poor-

est.— Weekly.

Laws against Tobacco.

In addition to Bull and Counterblast there has

been numerous enactments proscribing the use of

tobacco. In 1653, in the Canton of Appanzel, in

Switzerland, the Council summoned smokers for

punishment, and tavern-keepers were ordered to

inform against any persons found smoking on

their premises. In 1634 smoking was prohibited

in Russia, under the penalty of having the nose

cut off. This appears to have been in conse-

quence of the burning of Moscow being attributed

to a careless smoker. In Transylvania growers of

tobacco were liable to the entire confiscation of

their property, and smokers subject to a fine

varying from 3 to 200 florins. Amurath IV.,

King of Persia, made smoking tobacco a capital

offence.

Dr. Elliotson says :

—

“ 'rhe passions of the mind arc a frightful

source of disease, much more so than is commonly

imagined.” He therefore argues that the soothing

effects of smoking, and its tranquillising powers

necessarily checks the increase, especially of

diseases of the heart, brain, and abdomen.

Probably, however, medical opinion, eithei' in

favour of or to the contrary, leaves the question

where it was before. People like to smoke, and

will do so under any circumstances.
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Jj|g)IBERT\
,
equality and fraternity. These

are the watchwords of the age. Liberty

we all possess in this favoured land, not

altogether the right to do as we please, but the

right to do as we should, having regard to the

rights of our neighbours and the community at

large. In this sense, too, all men are equal.

Equal, also, in that one day we all must die.

Equal, also, in that he who makes good use of

the one talent entrusted to his care, is as good

as he who has rightly used the ten talents. Rich

and poor, high and low, have no distinction as

they humbly kneel together at Ciod’s Altar. But

after all, does not our equality in reality end here ?

We all can wander freely where we will in public

places, but the rich man is apart from the poor,

and class is separated from class to even a greater

degree. Brotherhood, well here, at least, there

are possibilities, but even here there is but little

satisfaction to be obtained, for even men united

for the furtherance of a common object ha\e

their jealousies, even their quarrels. The brethren

of the Angle have for generations been deemed
a high type of the fraternal feeling, yet we do not

find in practice that a fisherman having discovered

a good “ swim ” usually displays any anxiety to

impart the news to his confreres, but, on the

contrary, takes every possible means to concca
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its whereabouts. The Ijotanist having found a

rare plant keeps the locality of his find severely

to himself, and many brethren, members of the

same political party, of the same society or

association, have not scrupled to stoop to very

questionable action in order to occupy another

brother’s place. If by our own merits we are unable

to obtain distinction, it is but a poor thing to obtain

it by seeking by doubtful means to stand in another’s

shoes. In what respect, then, may we say that all

men have liberty, equality, and fraternity? The
question has been answered, and the reply is that the

man who smokes is equal to the man who smokes.

But such a reply is capable of infinite applications,

and its truth or otherwise is not conspicuously

apparent. The man who indulges in any pastime

or habit may be said to be equal to any other

votary pursuing the same practice. But is there

any habit so universal ? Is there any one thing

from which rich and poor alike can carry off an

equal amount of enjoyment? Is there any luxury,

any solace to the uses of mankind, equally avail-

able to each and all alike ? We think not. On
this ground alone the general and his soldier, the

barrister and his clerk, the merchant and the me-

chanic, the prince and the peasant, high and low,

rich and poor, meet absolutely upon an equality,

for who shall say but that the bootblack does not

extract an equivalent sum of enjoyment from his

“ screw ” of coarse shag, to the pleasure found by

the rich in his expensive mixture of the finest

growths, or by prince or king in their superb and

costly cigars.

Just think for one moment of all the gradations

in common things : of all the differences in matters

of daily occurrence
;
of the wonderful variety of

ways in which we all dine, dress, and live
;
of the

many infirmities of our human nature, and are we
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not bound to agree that if in one thing at least in

this life of ours we have liberty, equality, and

fraternity, it is in “smokedom” only. Tobacco

gives to all alike an equal solace for our woes, an

added enjoyment to our pleasures. Moreover,

tobacco is not to, be hidden. The juvenile delin-

quent, the lover hastening to the arms of his

mistress, the clerk to his desk, if they have been

smoking, will strive in vain to conceal the fact.

There is no possibility of mistaking the odour of

the weed, in whatever guise it be presented, and

herein are all smokers equal also.

“ Smokedom ” alone grants to its devotees an

equal liberty. We all can please ourselves as to

what kind of tobacco we prefer. It gives to all an

equal amount of satisfaction, and in it alone is to

be found true brotherhood. Who would refuse a

light, even if it were the last, to a brother smoker.

Here, then, we take our leave. In having thus

exalted tobacco to its highest pinnacle, anything

further would come as an anticlimax. Tobacco
being the universal leveller of social life, it is

necessarily the one thing capable of promoting
general and thorough equality throughout the

world. When contented, are not all men equal,

and who can be other than contented with his pipe

between his teeth, and the tobacco glowing redly

in the bowl, whether it be Bird’s-eye or Returns,

Shag or the mixture of Arcady. It is then, and
perhaps then only, that we forget to hanker for the

moon, and realise that we can do with but very
little here below, and so farewell. We trust our

“Pipes and Tobacco” may add additional zest

to the pipe of every reader, and the contentment
engendered by the enjoyment of his favourite

blend or mixture render him so kindly complacent
that any shortcomings may be forgotten and
vanish in the ascending smoke rings.

G
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